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Documentation Formatting Note

Text Formats
To highlight terms and concepts that have special relevance, this documentation implements several
formatting conventions to make key words and terms more noticeable.

l Control Label: This format will identify the text labels or properties that refer to Process Director
objects.
Example: The Name text box.

l UI Element: This format will identify user interface elements such as buttons, tabs, or other
UI objects used to perform interface operations.
Example: The Submit button.

l Formal Control Name: This format will identify named Process Director controls, usually in the con-
text of a Form template.
Example: A Section End control.

l Process Director Object: This format will identify named instances of Process Director Forms, Pro-
cess Timelines, Knowledge Views, etc.
Example: The Travel Expense Approval Process Timeline.

l Key Terms: This format will identify key terms and concepts introduced into the text of the doc-
ument, and which are important to learn.
Example: A Case is group of processes, transactions, or responses that define a complex activity.

l Code: This format will identify code samples, system variables, formulas, or other programmatic
sintac using the BP Namespace.
Example: Type the following formula: AirFare + Lodging.

l Code Option: A section of a code sample to mark possible sample options for required user-sup-
plied values.
Example: {CURR_USER, format=FormatType}

l Code Comment: A section of a code sample that is used for text comments, rather than runnable
code.
Example: // This is a comment.

l CodeVariable: A code object whose value is set via some user or developer input.
Example: var formControls = BaseCurrentForm.FormControls;

In addition to the above, extended samples of program code are presented in a special format to set
them off from the rest of the text, as demonstrated below:

// Called after database initialized
public override void SetSystemVars(BPLogix.WorkflowDirector.SDK.bp bp)
{

// Before we make SDK calls that access the database,
    // ensure DB has been opened
    if (bp.DBOpenComplete)

{
// ...

    }
}
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Important notes or warnings are presented in a special callout box for special attention, as demon-
strated below:

This is an Important item.

This is a note.

Hopefully, the use of these formatting conventions will make it easier for you, the reader, to determine
what types of objects to which the text refers.

Icons
Some universal icons are used in the documentation. They are listed below:

ICON NAME DESCRIPTION

Link A hyperlink to the specific URL and named anchor of a
topic, heading, or other item.

Dropdown Closed An icon that, when clicked, will expand dropdown text in a
topic.

Dropdown Open An icon that, when clicked, will close the expanded drop-
down text in a topic.

Finally, some topic headers within each online document may display a link symbol (#) when you mouse
over the header. Clicking the link will navigate to that specific section of the document, which can then
be bookmarked in your browser.

Other Conventions
URLs displayed in sample will, unless used for commands or URLs used on the local host machine, use
the "HTTPS" prefix by default, as modern practice has evolved to use the encryption layer to access
URLs, instead of the plain-text method (HTTP) of accessing URLs.
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System Administration Reference Guide

Welcome to the System Administration Reference Guide for BP Logix Process Director software. BP
Logix specialists update Online Help regularly.

Browsing Help
You can browse the help for each documentation section by using the mini Table of Contents on the
right side of the page. To switch to a different section of the documentation, you can choose the desired
section from the dropdown menus in the page header. Additionally, you can navigate backwards from
any page to a higher-level help topic by using the bread crumb list that is displayed at the top of the
page, just above the page content.

Searching Help
The search bar enables you to search for documentation topics from any or all of the Process Director
documentation topics. To search across all topics, simply enter your desired search term in the search
bar. To limit the topics returned by your search, click on the search bar's Filter icon to display the list of
search filters, then click on the filter you'd like to apply to your search.

User Feedback
Every topic page in the documentation has a feedback button at the bottom of each page. To provide
feedback, simply click the feedback button to display the Feedback dialog box, and enter your feedback
in the dialog box. Your email address will be included with your feedback as a required field, so that a
documentation specialist can contact you directly.

System Administration Overview
The administration section of Process Director is completely web-based, giving you full control of
accessibility anywhere. You may access the administration section by navigating to http://[your-
server-name]/admin/admin.aspx.  You must be a System Administrator or on the local server to
access this area of the installation. There are two different types of admin permissions: System Admin-
istrator and Partition Administrator.

System Administrator
A user may only be a System Administrator if the checkbox for System Administrator is checked in the
user’s profile. The user can only be granted that permission by a System Administrator.  A System
Administrator has the ability to configure Process Director and has access to the administration section
of the server.  The System Administrator has a subset of permissions that can be given to an individual
user.
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ADMINISTRATOR TYPE DESCRIPTION

System Configuration Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the Configuration tab.

System User Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the User Administration tab.

System Installation Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the Installation Settings tab.

System Troubleshooting Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the Troubleshooting tab.

A user can be configured with one or more of these options. If user is configured as System Admin-
istrator, all of these options are selected.

NOTE:  If values are entered in the Local IP Addresses under Properties, Installation Settings, the above
user settings are ignored and full access is granted as if a System Administrator.

You can also access the IT Admin area on the server locally without logging in.

Partition Administrator
A user may be an administrator if the user is in an “administrators” group.  An administrator doesn't
have access to the IT Admin area of the server, but is an administrator of the partition, which grants full
permission on every Content List object on that partition, regardless of permission settings.

Custom Variables
A number of default and administrative system settings are addressed through the use of Custom Vari-
ables in the Customization file. Please refer to the Customization file topic of the Developer's Reference
Guide for a complete list of these Custom Variables and their settings.

Documentation Organization
This document is divided into four main sections, each of which contains topics specific to that section.
You can navigate to each section using the Table of Contents displayed on the upper right section of
this page, or by using one of the links below:

IT Admin Area: Documentation about the Administrative user interface of Process Director's IT Admin
area.

Meta Data Administration: Basic documentation about the use of Meta Data in a Process Director
installation. Detailed use and implementation of Meta Data is covered in detail in the Meta Data topic of
the Implementer's Reference Guide.

Common Admin Actions: Documentation about common administrative tasks and system con-
figurations, in addition to configuration tasks that might be performed via the user interface of the
IT Admin area.

Miscellaneous Administration Notes: Notes about various common issues that might occur and res-
olutions/workarounds that might be needed. This section primarily covers issues that arise from third-
party or database component providers.
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IT Admin Area
When navigating to the IT Admin area you'll see menu buttons that provide access to each section of
the IT Admin area. Each section will contain pages you can use to administer Process Director.

Clicking any of the buttons will display the home page for the selected section, as well as a second
series of buttons to enable you to access the different pages in that section. The highlighted buttons
indicate the section and page you are currently viewing.

Each section of the IT Admin Area has a corresponding section in this chapter of the documentation.
You can navigate to each section using the Table of Contents displayed on the upper right section of
this page, or by using one of the links below:

Configuration Section: This section of the documentation discusses the administration of Workspaces,
Partitions, Global Knowledge Views, and Object Permissions.

User Administration Section: This section of the documentation discusses the administration of Users,
Groups, Authentication Settings, Delegation, User Directory Synchronization, User Permissions, and
User References.

Installation Settings Section: This section of the documentation discusses the administration of Prop-
erties, Global Vairables, Database Settings, and Licensing.

Troubleshooting Section: This section of the documentation discusses the administration of Sever Con-
trol actions, System Information, User Impersonation, Audit and System Logs, and running Email Tests
on the system.

Configuration Section

This section of the IT Admin area enables you to configure the Workspaces, Partitions, and Global
Knowledge Views in your installation. Additionally, this section contains an Object Perms page to create
a report of object permissions on your system. Workspaces will be discussed below, while the linked
topics will cover the remaining items in this section of the IT Admin area.

When importing XML files from another system, always import the Partition XML file first,
then Global Knowledge Views, and the Workspaces last.

The Configuration section consists of four configuration pages. You can navigate to each page using the
Table of Contents displayed at the upper left corner of the page, or use the links below.

Workspaces: Defines the appearance and content on a user’s homepage, or home pages, if the user is
member of more than one workspace.
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Partitions: Separate data stores or independent sections of a Process Director installation which don't
interact with each other or share data.

Global Knowledge Views: Knowledge Views that are available to all users across all partitions.

Object Perms: A searchable permissions report that indicates which users have access to which Pro-
cess Director Objects, and the permissions they've been granted.

Workspaces
A workspace defines the appearance and content on a user’s homepage (similar to a portal). A work-
space lets you configure multiple ways to display your Process Director Homepage.  A default work-
space consists of a Top Navigation and Homepage Windows which displays the content you want.  You
can Create, Edit and Delete a workspace in the list displayed.  Once you have created a workspace you'll
assign users and/or groups to that workspace. If a user is assigned to more than 1 workspace, addi-
tional tabs will be available on the homepage that displays the list of workspaces to which they are
assigned.

For Process Director v X.xx and higher, an additional user interface for the Workspace, the
Desktop Interface, is also provided. Please see the Desktop Interface topic of the Implementer's
Guide for more information about this feature, and its differences from the default Workspace.

Creating Workspaces
To add a new workspace, create it by clicking on the Create Workspace Actions Link, which will open
the configuration screen for the new workspace.

The workspace configuration screen is composed of two separate sections. The top section contains the
workspace options.

System Administrator's Guide | 4
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The bottom section of the workspace configuration screen contains a tabbed interface, containing tabs
to configure the Top Navigation Buttons, the Home Page Windows, and the Advanced Options.

Workspace Options
To configure a new workspace, edit the following options:

Workspace Name
The Workspace Name property is the name that will display in Process Director's interfaced tabs at the
top of the screen. As such, the name, while it should be appropriately descriptive, should also be brief,
so that it can be displayed without the tab taking up too much screen space.

Description
Type in a brief description of the Workspace's purpose and the type of users who should be assigned to
it.

New users added to the system should automatically be added to this workspace
Checking this option ensures that, whenever any new user us added to Process Director, the user will
automatically be added as a member of this workspace.

Use desktop interface for Workspace
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For users of Process Director v5.23 and higher, the Desktop interface for Workspaces is available. The
Desktop interface enables users to customize the visual appearance of their Workspace. Please see the
Desktop Workspace topic for a description of how end users view the workspace.

Clear default desktop layout
This will clear customized Workspaces for end users.

Background Styling
This option enables you to select an image from a dropdown control that contains a number of stock
background images, and will use that image as a background image for the Workspace.

Next to the image dropdown, an additional Background Image Sizing dropdown enables you to specify
how the background image will appear on the form. The following options are available:

l Cover: The image will expand to fill the entire page background.
l Center: The image will appear in its actual size, centered on the page vertically and horizontally.
l Tile: The image will appear in its actual size, aligned to the top left of the window, and will tile ver-

tically and horizontally.
l Tile X: The image will appear in its actual size, aligned to the top left of the window, and will tile

along the X-axis only.
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l Tile X: The image will appear in its actual size, aligned to the top left of the window, and will tile
along the Y-axis only.

Finally, an Opacity Level property enables you to set the opacity percentage by changing a slider value
from 0 to 100.

Relative Order on Toolbar
You can change the order in which workspace tabs appear on the workspace bar by entering a number
into this property.

Workspace Icon
This property identifies the icon that will appear on the workspace tab, in addition to the text, if desired.
To change the icon, click on the default icon to open the Icon Chooser, which will display all of the stand-
ard Process Director icons, as well as any custom icons added to the installation. You can select a dif-
ferent icon by simply clicking on the icon you desire. The Icon Chooser will close and the icon you
selected will automatically appear in the Workspace Icon property.

How to display workspace
The workspace tab can be displayed with only the icon, only the workspace name, or both the icon and
workspace name.

Workspace Tooltip
The Workspace Tooltip property defines the text you desire to have displayed in a popup tooltip when
users place the mouse over the workspace tab.

Assigning Users
Clicking on the Assign Users button will open the User Selector dialog box, which enables you to select
users to assign to the workspace.
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To assign a user, or users, to the workspace. Select the user(s) in the Users in System list box by clicking
on them with your mouse. To select multiple contiguous users, you can press and hold the right mouse
button while dragging the mouse over the list of users. To select multiple non-contiguous users from
the list, press and hold the [CTRL] key on a Windows PC or the [COMMAND] key on a Macintosh PC
while clicking on the individual users you wish to select. Once the users are highlighted, add them to the
Users in Workspace list box by clicking the Add button.

To remove users from the Users in Workspace list box, select the users you wish to remove from the list
box, and click the Remove button.

Assigning Groups
Clicking on the Assign Groups button will open the Group Selector dialog box, which enables you to
select groups to assign to the workspace. This functionality works just like the Assign Users func-
tionality.

Top Navigation Buttons
Specify the navigation buttons to display at the top of the Homepage. Specify the type of button, the
name of the button and optional icon, and if any, the additional configuration for the button. You can
also specify the tooltip that displays when the user mouses over the button, as well as in what order the
button appears in the navigation bar.
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Button Types
These are the available button types.

TYPE DESCRIPTION

Button Not Used This doesn't display any button.

Home Page Links to the home page of the Workspace.

Meta Data Configuration Links to the Meta Data configuration.

IT Admin Links to the IT Admin area.

User Settings Links to the currently logged in user profile settings.

Logoff Logs off the current user.

Partition Knowledge View (...) Links to a specified Knowledge View in a partition.

Partition Report (...) Links to a specified report in a partition.

This option won't appear for users who don't have
the Advanced Reporting component.

Partition Chart(...) Links to a specified Chart in a partition.

Partition Dashboard(...) Links to a specified Dashboard in a partition.

Partition Form (...) Links to a specific Form Definition in a partition.

Specific URL (...) Links to a specific URL (e.g. http://www.google.com).

Execute JavaScript Enables you to run a JavaScript command when the button is
pressed. When selected, a JavaScript input box will appear, into
which you can place any JavaScript command. For example, you
can use the “window.open” JavaScript command to open a new
browser window.

All Knowledge Views and Reports Links to a Global Knowledge View that lists all Knowledge
Views and Reports to which the current logged in user has per-
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TYPE DESCRIPTION

missions.

Content List Links to a Content List to which the current logged in user has
permissions.

Find Forms With Value Links to a Knowledge View that will search any form field on
any form.

Forms I Can Submit Links to a Knowledge View that returns forms the current user is
allowed to submit.

Running Processes Links to a Knowledge View that returns a list of running pro-
cesses.

Task List Links to a Knowledge View that returns a list of tasks that are
assigned to you.

Icon
The Icon property identifies the icon that will appear on the navigation button. Clicking on the default
iron will open the Icon Chooser dialog box, from which you can select the icon you desire to display as
the button icon.

Label
The label property specifies the text that will appear on the navigation button.

Tooltip
The Tooltip property defines the text you desire to have displayed in a popup tooltip when users place
the mouse over the navigation button.

Data
The Data property is used for navigation buttons that point to a Content List item. The property consists
of a Picker control from which you can choose the Content List item to which you wish to navigate.

Order
You can change the order of the workspace navigation buttons using the arrow buttons to move a but-
ton up or down in the button list.

Home Page Windows
Specify the Homepage Windows by selecting the window template and associate a type for each
window.  Each line will correspond with the window number. Each window can be defined to display dif-
ferent content.

When multiple portlets are displayed in a workspace, each portlet is divided by splitter bars. The user
can manually drag and drop the splitter bars to new positions to resize the portlets. Additionally, the
splitter bars will show on mobile devices with thicker bars to allows resizing the bars easier on touch-
screens. The width of the splitter bar can be customized using the SplitterWidth custom variable.
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The first selection you can make is the desired page layout. The row of radio buttons illustrate the num-
ber and arrangement of the portlets that will appear on the page. A portlet is a window on a page inside
of which is displayed a Content List item, such as a report, Form, report, etc. You can select to display up
to four portlets on the home page in a variety of arrangements, each of which is illustrated by a small
sample page diagram.

Below the selection for the layout of the portlets, a list of Portlet configuration controls will appear,
based on the layout you select.

Type
These are the available portlet types you can select from the Type property dropdown controls.
Window Types
These are the available Portlet types.

TYPE DESCRIPTION

Meta Data Configuration Links to the Meta Data configuration

IT Admin Links to the IT Admin area.

User Settings Links to the currently logged in user profile settings.

Data Flow Analyzer Links to the Process Director Data Flow Analyzer.

Partition Knowledge View (…) Links to a specific Knowledge View in a partition

Partition Report (…) Links to a specific Report in a partition.

Partition Chart (…) Links to a specific Chart in a partition.

Partition Dashboard (…) Links to a specific Dashboard in a partition

Specific URL (…) Links to a specific URL (e.g. http://www.google.com). You may
type the actual URL, or use a custom variable to provide the
URL by using the syntax " {customvar:VAR_ NAME}", where
VAR_ NAME is the name of the custom variable you create.
Refer to the Developer's Guide for information on how to create
custom variables.

Partition Form (…) Links to a specific Form in a partition.

Partition Form Instance (…) Links to a specific Form Instance in a partition.

11 | System Administrator's Guide
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TYPE DESCRIPTION

All Knowledge Views and Reports Links to a Global Knowledge View that lists all Knowledge
Views and Reports the current logged in user has permission to.

Content List Links to a Content List the current logged in user has permission
to.

Forms I Can Submit Links to a Knowledge View that returns Forms the current user
is allowed to submit

In-Process Forms Links to a Knowledge View that returns a list of Forms that are
being used in running processes

Running Processes Links to a Knowledge View that returns a list of running pro-
cesses

Task List Links to a Knowledge View that returns a list of tasks that are
assigned to you.

When the Workspace displays a Dashboard as a portlet, the Dashboard can be exported
with the Workspace.

Data
The Data property for each window type will appear as a Picker control, from which you can select a
Content List item that is appropriate for the selected Type property.

Order
You can change the order of the workspace navigation buttons using the arrow buttons to move a but-
ton up or down in the button list.

When using the Desktop interface for a Workspace, ALL navigation buttons and portlets
can be customized by the end user as Workspace windows, and the configuration desired by
the end user can be saved as their default layout. Please see the Desktop Workspace topic for
more information about how end users see and can customize the Desktop Workspace.

Advanced Options
Specify the advanced options.  A specific logo and link can be selected for this profile.

System Administrator's Guide | 12
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Logo URL
Enter a URL of an image to display in place of the default BP Logix logo. For best results, the logo image
should be sized to approximately 120x30 pixels.

Logo Link
Enter the URL to which the user should be directed when clicking the logo image. The default link is to
the BP Logix web site.

Direct URL Access to a Workspace
Hotlinks can be used to directly access a specific workspace on the system. To access a workspace dir-
ectly via a URL, use the following syntax in the address bar of your browser:

http://server_name/home.aspx?profile=profile_name

Where server_name is the host where Process Director is installed and profile_name is the name of
the workspace. A user must be a member of the workspace for the page to be displayed.
Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Partitions page.

Partitions
Process Director enables you to create partitions in an installation, if needed. Partitions function as sep-
arate data stores or independent sections of a Process Director installation. Objects stored in one par-
tition can't interact with objects stored in a different partition. Similarly, users assigned to one partition
can't see or work with objects stored in a different partition. One common use of partitions is to segreg-
ate sensitive data from data that is more generally accessible. For instance, Process Director objects
that support HR operations, which often use sensitive privacy data, can be placed in a partition that can
only be accessed by HR personnel. By default, a Process Director installation contains only one partition,
known as the "Default" partition. Additional partitions, if necessary, can be added by system admin-
istrators.

Partitioning a system can provide secure grouping of users, documents, permissions and processes.
Users can belong to multiple partitions, but this is only required when a system must be logically divided
into multiple server partitions (e.g. application service providers). All users are automatically a member
of the default partition (named “Default Partition”). Information can be shared across partitions for more
flexibility with business processes.
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The Partitions page of the IT Admin area's Configuration section displays a list of partitions on the sys-
tem. You can create, edit and delete partitions from the list displayed.  Once you have created your par-
tition, click on the Edit link next to that partition. You can now administer the users and groups in that
partition.

When adding users and groups you'll notice that some users might have “[ Implicit ]” next to the user
name. This implies that they were added to the partition through a group. If a group is added to a par-
tition that the user is a member of, the user will be added. If the group was removed the user will be
removed. “[ Implicit ]” won't show if the user was added directly.
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When importing XML/PDZ files from another system, always import the Partition files first,
then Global Knowledge Views, and the Profiles last.

Creating a Partition #
In the Configuration section of the IT Admin area, click the Partitions button to view the Partitions page.
The Partitions page will display a list of the current partitions.

To create a new partition, click the Create Partition link in the Actions links displayed on the upper left
portion of the screen. Clicking the Create Partition link will open the Create Partition screen.

In the Partition Name property text box, enter the name for the partition, then enter a brief description in
the Description property field. When you have entered a name and description, click the OK button to
create the partition, and open the Edit Partition screen. In the Edit Partition screen, there are some addi-
tional properties that can be set.

New users added to the system should be automatically added to this partition
If this box is checked, then every time a new user is added to Process Director, the user will auto-
matically be added to this partition.

New groups added to the system should be automatically added to this partition
If this box is checked, then every time a new user group is added to Process Director, it will auto-
matically be added to this partition.

Assign Users
Clicking on the Assign Users button will open the User Selector dialog box, which enables you to select
users to assign to the partition.
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Assign Groups
Clicking on the Assign Groups button will open the Group Selector dialog box, which enables you to
select groups to assign to the workspace.

Deleting a Partition #
Once a partition has been created, you can delete the partition from the Partitions page. Each partition
has a Delete link in the Commands column that you can click to select the partition. Additionally, you can
remove multiple partitions at the same time by checking the check box next to the partition names,
which will cause a Remove Selected Partitions link to appear in the actions links at the top of the page.
Once you have checked the partitions you wish to remove, click the Remove Selected Partitions link.

Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Global Knowledge Views page.

Global Knowledge Views
A Global Knowledge View is a Knowledge View that is available to all users across all partitions. By
default, Global Knowledge Views are created as Content List Knowledge Views. All lists in Process
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Director, including the Content List are Global Knowledge Views. These Global Knowledge Views have
functions and options similar to specific Knowledge Views in a partition. A Global Knowledge View has
some restrictions on the data in columns and filters. Data that is specific to a partition can't be used (e.g.
Form fields, categories), and won't be made available to users who create Global Knowledge Views

When importing XML/PDZ files from another system, always import the Partition files first,
then Global Knowledge Views, and the Profiles last.

Global Knowledge Views can be accessed by clicking the Global Knowledge Views button in the Con-
figuration section of the IT Admin area.

One common use of Global Knowledge Views is to create customized task lists and custom content
lists. They can also be used to provide metrics for system usage.

BP Logix recommends that you don't edit any of the default Global Knowledge Views, as
doing so will fundamentally alter the operation of Process Director for end users.

Creating Global Knowledge Views #
To create a new item, click the Create Knowledge View action link. The Create Global Knowledge View
dialog box will appear.

Provide the Knowledge View Name and click the OK button to close the dialog and open the new Global
Knowledge View definition.
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Configuring a Global Knowledge View #
As mentioned previously, Global Knowledge Views are available across all partitions, to all users, and
thus can't display partition-specific information. The properties available for a Global Knowledge View,
therefore, is a subset of the properties that are available to you when creating a normal Knowledge
View inside the Content List, i.e., a partition Knowledge View. The tabbed interface is slightly different
as well, using horizontal, rather than vertical tabs, with the tabs named slightly differently.

In the Global Knowledge View, the Options tab contains the property settings you'd normally find on the
Configure tab of a partition Knowledge View, while the Advanced Options tab contains the properties
found on the Options tab of a partition Knowledge View. The properties are largely the same, though
the Global Knowledge Views has fewer configurable properties. One notable exception to property loc-
ations is the Knowledge View Type property, which is found on the Advanced Options tab of the Global
Knowledge View. Additionally, configuring the Global Knowledge View's navigation structure, if any, is
performed on its own tab, named Navigation. The Columns and Filter tab of the Global Knowledge View
is largely the same as those used in the configuration for a partition Knowledge View.

Since all of the available properties for a Global Knowledge View are also detailed in the Knowledge
View Definitions topic of the Implementer's Guide, we won't replicate them here. Please refer to that
topic for property configuration.

Process Director v6.0 and Higher
A new property on the Options tab of the Global Knowledge View definition, Use Process Director 6.0
style, displays the Knowledge View with the updated styles used in, as the property indicates, Process
Director v6.0 and higher.
Other Considerations #
The Process Director Content List, Task List, Forms I Can Submit, and other universal items are, by
default, generated from Global Knowledge Views. Changes to any of the existing Global Knowledge
Views on your system will have unexpected results. Once again, BP Logix recommends that you don't
edit any of the default Global Knowledge Views, as doing so will fundamentally alter the operation of
Process Director for end users.

The best practice is to create new Global Knowledge Views, if necessary, to display in Workspaces,
Dashboards, or other interface elements. In most cases, however, the creation of new Global Know-
ledge Views is unnecessary. Remember, creating a Global Knowledge View is only needed if you wish
to expose the Knowledge Views to all users in the organization.
Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Object Perms page.
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Object Permissions
Administrators of Subscription, Cloud, or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Option will
notice an additional Object Perms button in the IT Admin interface. Process Director provides a search-
able report of all object permissions on the Object Perms page.

The Object Perms page enables you to find specific objects and view a report of permissions that are
applicable to that object.

In the top portion of the Object Perms page, there are five filter fields you can use to create relatively spe-
cific searches to return a list of only those permissions that interest you. You can filter the object per-
missions by:

l Partition
l Folder
l Object Name
l Object Type
l User

Entering a value in any or all of the filter fields, then clicking the Search button will display only object
permissions that match the entered values. You can clear all of your search filters and start from scratch
with a new search by clicking the Clear Filter button.

Each object displayed in the search results identifies the object, folder path, grant type, and a column for
each of the permissions.
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The resulting list of object permissions can be exported to a comma-separated text file that is viewable
in Excel by clicking the link labeled, Export Permission Data to CSV.

User Administration
You can manage users and groups remotely through the web-based IT Admin area. You can access this
section by navigating to the User Administration section of the IT Admin area.

Process Director organizes users in the database as follows:

+ partitions

+ users

+ groups

+ users

Users or groups can be members of partitions. Users can also belong to multiple groups, allowing for
role based administration.

The following User IDs will be created on a new Process Director installation. These users have no pass-
words and have been given full permission to all objects.

l Administrator
l user1
l user2
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The following group is created on a new Process Director installation. The user named Administrator is
a member of this group.

l admin

Users may fall into one of two primary classes:

l Authenticated users have a named Process Director user account. This account may either be Built-
In or Windows account. All of these users are positively authenticated in the system prior to granting
access. Authenticated users may have full access as regular licensed users, or may have intermittent
access to the system through an additional licensed component that assigns temporary day passes
to the user that expire in, as their name suggests, one day.

l Unauthenticated users don't have a user account, and their access to the system is governed by a
license component that issues a pass to the user that enables them to access the system—either
anonymously, or by identifying them via an email address—for a single access instance.

Cloud users that are licensed for any day passes should pre-load/configure all named users who may
consume day passes, prior to their use. All that's required is the UserID, authentication mechanism(such
as SAML or built-in login, and the license type. This list of temporary users can be entered annually, or
loaded using the Excel import feature in the User Administration page. If you use a self-provisioning for
new users, then the self-provisioned user will consume day passes unless their user record is updated
manually by the administrator. Setting the DefaultNewUsersToDayPass custom variable will force all
new users to be added as day pass users.

User Administration Pages
The User Administration section enables access to the administrative pages that manage users, groups,
and other user-related system settings. You can navigate to each section using the Table of Contents
displayed on the upper right section of this page, or by using one of the links below:

Users: This page is where system users are created and managed.

Groups: This page is where user Groups are created an managed.

Authentication Settings: Where the different authentication methods are configured.

Delegation: Where delegation of tasks between users are created and managed.

User Directory Synchronization: Where you can create directory synchronization profiles to create and
synchronize users sourced from your Active Directory or other LDAP systems.

User Perms: Where you can view user permissions.

User References: Where you can view and search a list of Content List objects that reference specific
users on your system.

Users Page
Process Director users are created and managed from the Users page of the User Administration sec-
tion.
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Searching Users #
The Users page displays a list of users on the system.

Systems with a large number of users, i.e., more than 100, will see a search box at the upper left corner
of the page to search for specific users via User ID. For Process Director v5.44.800 and higher, the
search box will, when a value is entered, search all user attributes that are displayed in the User List,
such as Group names, to return the matching users, as an improvement to this search feature.
Adding a New User #
This section describes how to add users to Process Director using built-in user accounts. This isn't
required for users that are created by Windows SSO, synchronization with your LDAP server, or an
external authentication system (SAML).

For built-in users, a User ID and password must be added to the Process Director database before a
login can occur. When a user is configured in the Process Director database, additional information such
as the user’s email address and alias can be configured.

On the Users page of the IT Admin area's User Administration section, click on the Create User link. This
will prompt you to enter a User ID for the new user. Please Note: This will create a built-in user, not a
Windows user.
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Create User Screen
This screen enables you to specify the new user to add to the Users list.

Enter the user’s User ID and Password. You can force the user to change his password upon login. Click
OK when done. After you create the user, you can click on the “Edit” link next to the user’s name and
configure it further.

The User ID will also serve as the user’s login user name for Process Director. BP Logix highly recom-
mends that administrators ensure that User ID’s are unique to each user. This may not be possible, how-
ever, when using SAML authentication for existing users where duplicate user names exist. In this case
the SAML authentication must send a unique GUID or identifier for the users. There is a variable in the
custom vars file called fAuthSAMLAllowDuplicateUserIDs that must be set to “true” to allow this beha-
vior.

In many cases, Process Director will return a comma-separated list of users. Since the users
are identified by UserName, we strongly recommend that your users names do not include com-
mas as part of the user name.
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User Properties #

To set the user’s account properties, click on the Edit hotlink in the user's row of the user list. The Edit
User configuration will display, with the User ID and Password fields already configured. you may con-
figure the remaining user properties.

Email Address
Enter an email address that will be associated with the user in the Email Address field. You can change
the password by checking the Change Password box; an input field will appear prompting for a new
password. Click OK to save the configuration.

Miscellaneous Account Settings
Additional check boxes enable you to configure the following settings:
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SETTING DESCRIPTION

User Disabled Disables the user account, preventing the user from par-
ticipating in any tasks, and deleting the user's participation from
any existing tasks.

Disable Emails for this User Prevents Process Director emails from being sent to the user.

User Account Locked Locks the account, preventing the user from logging in. (This fea-
ture is implemented only for “built-in” user account authen-
tication. It doesn't apply to LDAP, SAML, or Windows user
accounts.)

Force password change at next
login

Force the user to change their password on the next login
attempt.

Change Password When checked, a text box will appear that enables you to enter
a new password for the user.

Mobile App User This setting appears only for installations that are licensed for
the Mobile Application Component, with the appropriate mobile
app custom variables configured properly. Checking this prop-
erty indicates that the user will be granted access to the Mobile
Application.

Mobile Admin User This setting appears only for installations that are licensed for
the Mobile Application Component, with the appropriate mobile
app custom variables configured properly. Checking this prop-
erty indicates that the user will be granted access to the Mobile
Server as an administrator.

If Mobile App User or Mobile Admin User are checked, the users will automatically be impor-
ted into the Mobile Application server as users with the appropriate levels of access. Only
Mobile Admin Users can access the administrative UI of the mobile server, and only Mobile App
Users will be granted access to the Mobile Application on their mobile device. A user who is
both an app and admin user will need to have both properties checked.

Administrative Settings
These settings enable you to grant the user different types of administrative privileges. You can grant
users the following privileges by checking the corresponding checkboxes:

ADMIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

System Administrator The top-level Administrative user, with complete control of the
Process Director Installation
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ADMIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

System Partition Admin This user type isn't technically a system administrator, and has
no access to the IT Admin area of the installation. Users who are
designated as system partition administrators, however, have
full access to the Content List for the partitions to which they
are a member, and have permission to create, edit, and delete all
objects, irrespective of the Content List permissions that have
been set in that Partition.

System Configuration Admin A subset of the System Administrator user with access only to
the Configuration tab.

System User Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the User Administration tab.

System Install Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the Installation Settings tab.

System Troubleshooting Admin A subset of the System Administrator user, with access only to
the Troubleshooting tab.

User Impersonation Ability The ability for this user to impersonate other users.

Assign Groups
You can assign the user to Process Director user groups by clicking the Assign Groups button. When
you click the button, the Group Selector will open.
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From the list box on the left, select the user group(s) to which you'd like to assign the user, then click the

button, which will move the group names over to the list box on the left.

To remove the user from a group, select the group from the list box on the left, then click the but-
ton to remove the group.

When adding users to a group, the fStartUsersAddedToGroup custom variable determines
whether the new user will be assigned to any running tasks that are assigned to that group.

Time Zone
This dropdown control enables you to select the user's Time Zone. You can also allow Process Director
to set the time zone to Daylight savings time automatically, by checking the Auto DST check box.

Preferred Language / Locale
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You can set the appropriate language for the user, or select the default system language, by choosing it
from this dropdown. The use of languages other than English will require that Process Director be loc-
alized for each additional language.

Picture Image
A picture of each user can be uploaded to Process Director. The image will appear in the user inform-
ation box for each user.

You may upload the image by clicking on the Browse button to find and select the image. Once the
image is selected, clicking the Upload button will upload the signature image to Process Director.
Acceptable image formats include GIF, JPG, and PNG images.

Signature Image
Process Director can imprint an electronic signature in all routing slips for a user. If you have an image of
the user's signature, you may upload the image by clicking on the Browse button to find and select the
image. Once the image is selected, clicking the Upload button will upload the signature image to Pro-
cess Director. Acceptable image formats include GIF, JPG, and PNG images.

Delegate all tasks to (User)
This user picker enables you to delegate another user to perform this user's tasks. For more information
on user delegation, please see the User Delegation topic.

Replace this user with (User)
This user picker enables you to replace the current user with a selected user. This isn't a delegation.
Instead, the current user will be completely replaced by the selected user in all assigned tasks, e.g., any
task where the replaced user is specifically identified as the task assignee.

This replacement function will not replace the original user in any historical data, however, so an original
user who was the original Timeline Initiator will still be listed as such. Similarly, if the original user is
assigned a task via a user picker on a Form field, or from a Business Rule, the Replace user function will
NOT replace the original user in those objects, either. For these reasons, we recommend that you imme-
diately disable the account for the original user. When you do so, this will likely result in future tasks
with assignments made via Form or Business Rule going into an error state when the original user is
assigned if the Form or Business Rule isn't also edited when the original user is replaced.
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The Replace User function isn't a panacea for user replacement. All it can do is try to make replacing a
user easier than it would otherwise be.

Additional Properties Section
For User of Process Director v3.78 and higher, additional properties can be set for users. The Additional
Properties section contains a number of text boxes to set these properties.

Available Properties

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

Title A text box for the user's Title.

Description A text box for a Description.

Phone A text box for the user's phone number.

Manager A UserPicker to choose the user's Manager.

Company A text box for the user's Company.

Office A text box for the user's Office name.

Department A text box for the user's Department.

Business Unit A text box for the user's Business Unit.

Legal Entity A text box for the user's Business Entity.

Country A text box for the user's Country.

Location A text box for the user's Location.

Custom String A text box for a custom string value.

Custom String 2 A text box for a custom string value.

Custom Number A text box for a custom numeric value.

Custom Date A DatePicker for a custom date value.

Exporting/Importing Users
Users can be exported or imported between systems using Excel files (.XLS, .XLSX or .CSV). To export
users, select one or more users from the User List, then click on the Export Users action link. An export
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box will appear that enables you to specify the name of the Excel file to which the list of selected users
will be exported. A default name will be provided, but you can edit the default, at your discretion.

Once you have done so, click the OK Button to complete the export and create the Excel file.

Once the file has been exported, you can use the Excel file to import the users to another system by
transferring the Excel file between the systems, then, in the target system, click the Import Users action
link. You'll be prompted for the Excel file to import. Once you have selected the import file, all of the
users will be imported to the target system.

You may wish to edit certain attributes of the Excel file before importing it. When exporting/importing
Built-in users between systems, the PasswordChange column, will, when set to 1", force the user to
change the password on their next login.

The available columns in the exported Excel file are described below.

COLUMN DESCRIPTION DEFAULT
VALUE

UserID This is required on an import.

UserName The optional User Display Name.

EmailAddress The users email address.
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COLUMN DESCRIPTION DEFAULT
VALUE

Culture This is the optional culture for the user as defined by Windows (e.g.
en).

Domain The optional Windows AD domain for the user.

TimeZone This is the optional time zone identifier for the user as defined by Win-
dows (e.g. Pacific Standard Time).

Disabled This indicates if the user is disabled. If this is set to “true” or “1” on an
import it WILL disable the user.

False

AuthType The authentication type for the user. The authentication type can't be
changed on an import. The available types are: Unknown, Built-In,
Windows, LDAP, External, SAML, and Header.

Unknown

LastLogin This is only available on the user export, it isn't used on the import.

Groups A comma separated list of groups this user belongs to.

Phone The optional phone number of the user.

Password This is only an option on the user import, the password is never expor-
ted.

Description An optional description for the user.

Title The optional title for the user.

Office The optional office for the user.

Company The optional company name for the user.

BusinessUnit The optional business unit for the user.

LegalEntity The optional legal entity for the user.

Department The optional department for the user.

Country An optional country for the user.

Location This is an optional location string.

CustomString This can be any string that should be associated with this user.

CustomString2 This can be any string that should be associated with this user.

CustomNumber This can be any numeric value.

CustomDate This can be any date value.

Manager This is the USERID or UID of the manager record.

PasswordChange This indicates if the user should be required to change their password
on the next login.

False

DayPass This indicates if the user is a “Day Pass” user. False

DeleteUser This is an optional column that will, when set to "DELETE" on a user's
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COLUMN DESCRIPTION DEFAULT
VALUE

row, delete the user from the system.

BP Logix strongly recommends that you disable, rather
than delete users, to retain the user's activity history, but this
is an available spreadsheet option, if needed.

Only the UserID column is required.

When importing an Excel file with users there are a couple options available.

l Create groups as needed during import
l Remove users from groups not listed in import file

The first option will automatically create and groups in the “Groups” column if they don't exist. The
default is to add users to groups that exist, but not to create the groups. The second option will remove
a user from an group that isn't listed in their “Groups” column.

Group Administration
Process Director supports groups. A group provides a collection of users according to organization, geo-
graphic location, role, or any other type of categorization. Any permissions or task assignments that can
be given to an individual user can also be given to a group. Group administration can be accessed via
the Groups page, which is located in the User Administration section of the IT Admin area.

Adding a New Group
Click on the Create Group action link at the top of then Groups page. Doing so will open the Create
Group dialog, which will prompt you to enter a Name for the new group.

Adding Users to a Group
The previous step adds the new group to the Groups list on the Groups page. To add users to this
group, click on the Edit hotlink of the group to configure it. When the group definition page opens, click
the Assign Users button.
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A User Selector window will appear.  Select the users that you want to add to the group from the Users
in System pane, then click on the arrow that point to the right to add the selected users to the Users in
Group pane. To remove a user from a group, select the users from the Users in Group pane and click on
the arrow button that points to the left.
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Exporting Groups #
Built-in Groups can be exported between systems using Excel files. To export groups, select one or
more groups from the Group List, then click on the Export Groups action link. An export box will appear
that enables you to specify the name of the Excel file to which the list of selected users will be exported.
A default name will be provided, but you can edit the default, at your discretion.

Once exported, the groups will be saved to an Excel Spreadsheet.

The spreadsheet containing the exported groups can be imported into another system, using the Import
Groups action link.
Exporting Groups and Users
An additional export property, Include Users?, will use the User Export feature to export the users and
groups together. In that case, the output will use the Export Users feature to export both users and
groups in one spreadsheet. Importing that file into another system will import both the users and groups
in one import via the Import Users link on the User Administration page, rather than the Import Groups
link on the Group Administration page.

Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Authentication Settings page.
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Authentication Settings

The Authentication Settings page enables you to determine the authentication methods available to
users. As a default, Built-In authentication is automatically enabled. Other Authentication settings can
be configured so that NTLM, Single-Sign-On, etc., are enabled.

Enable Built-In Authentication
This is the standard Process Director option, and is set to true by default.

Enable Windows Authentication
When set to true, this setting enables Windows authentication, so that Single Sign-On is used to
authenticate users via their Windows identity.

Automatically AddWindows Users
When set to true, new Windows users will be automatically added to Process Director.

Windows AD Domain Name
The Active Directory domain name for the domain from which to add windows users to process Dir-
ector.

Enable HTTP Header Authentication
When set to true, this setting enables authentication through the HTTP header, enabling users to log in
via NTLM through an identity that is set in the HTTP header of the page request when a user navigates
to Process Director with their browser. All users log in with a single identity specified in the header set-
tings.
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User GUID Header
The value of the User GUID to use in the HTTP Header.

UserID Header
The value of the UserID to use in the HTTP Header.

User Name
The value of the User Name to use in the HTTP Header.

User Email
The value of the User email address to use in the HTTP Header.

User's Groups
A comma-separated list of Groups to which the User should be assigned to use in the HTTP Header.

Authenticate External User
This setting determines whether external users, i.e., users that aren't listed in the User database, should
be authenticated.

Enable External Authentication
This setting, when set to true, enables you to use a login page outside of Process Director.

External Login Page URL
The URL of the external login page.

Authentication Types
Users must access Process Director with a User ID and password. A User ID must exist in the Process
Director database before a login can occur. Process Director supports four types of user authentication
methods.

Built-in
This authentication method uses Process Director to authenticate users. This is the default authen-
tication method. These users must be added to the Process Director database using the web based Sys-
tem Administration.

Windows Domain Security
This authentication mechanism uses your Microsoft Windows Domain to authenticate users. These
users will be automatically added to the Process Director database after being successfully authen-
ticated by your Windows Domain Server.

LDAP
This authentication mechanism uses your LDAP server (e.g. Active Directory) to authenticate users.
These users will be automatically added to the Process Director database after being successfully
authenticated.

External
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External users are those that are authenticated by a third party system. This includes products such as
CA CleverPath Portal, CA Siteminder, Cafesoft Cams, and other external authentication systems using
Process Director APIs. External users are automatically kept synchronized with the third party authen-
tication system on every login.

More information about setting up authentication settings can be found in the User Authentication
Options and SAML 2.0 (Federated Identity) Support sections of the Installation Guide.
Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Delegation page.

User Delegation
Process Director features two methods of delegating tasks. Standard Delegation enables you to assign
all tasks from a delegator to a specified delegate, automatically assigning the tasks to the delegate while
the delegation is active. Shared Delegation enables you to share tasks, by enabling the delegate to com-
plete tasks that are assigned to the delegator on an optional basis. Using Standard Delegation always
assigns all tasks to the delegate, while Shared Delegation enables the delegate to view and complete
tasks on an ad hoc basis.
Standard Delegation #
Tasks assigned to one user can be delegated to another user. When using standard delegation, all of
the delegated tasks will be assigned directly to the delegated user until such time as the delegation is
revoked. There are three primary ways in which delegation can be assigned, two of which are per-
formed at the administrative level. The remaining delegation method can be performed by users by
modifying their own profiles, and we will address this method first.

When a user delegates to another that is already running in the same step/activity, the original user is
canceled and the other user is left running. When undelegating, there is an option that will allow the ori-
ginal canceled user to be restarted if that step/activity is still running. To enable this option, set the fEn-
ableUndelegationRestart custom variable to "true". If this option isn't set, then the delegated user's task
will be canceled, but the original user's task won't be restarted, and the task will be canceled for both
users.

For Process Director v4.03 and higher, the system will prevent users from delegating tasks to a user
who is already delegating tasks to them. In other words, if User A is delegating tasks to User B, User B
will be prevented from delegating tasks to User A. This loop checking only prevents a direct delegation
loop between two users, and won't prevent indirect delegation loops that involve three or more persons.

For Process Director v5.26, delegation was extended to enable a disabled user to still delegate to
another user. This will better handle implementations where a disabled user is listed in a form field that
is being used to assign to a task. The task will have the delegate assigned to it so it can continue.

Delegation by the user
Users may delegate their own tasks to another user by modifying their user profile via the following pro-
cedure.

First, open the user information box by clicking the user menu icon located at the top left corner of the
Process Director interface.
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When you click the icon, the user information box will appear.

Once the user Information box appears, click the Edit Profile button to open your User Profile page. On
the User Profile, there is a delegation picker displayed.

Select the User Picker to open the type ahead box and begin typing a user name to expand the type
ahead dropdown containing the list of matching users. Select a user to which to delegate by choosing
the user from the type ahead dropdown. You can use the arrow keys to scroll the selection cursor up
and down, then press the [ENTER] key to make your selection, or you can select the user with your
mouse.

Once the user list type ahead has closed, the selected user will now appear in the delegation user picker.
Confirm the delegation by clicking the Delegate User button.

A confirmation dialog box will appear to ask you to confirm the delegation.
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Click the OK button to confirm the delegation. The dialog box will close, the delegation will take effect.

You can end the delegation by clicking the Turn Off Delegation button. Again, a dialog box will appear
that asks you to confirm that you wish to turn off the delegation. Click the OK button to turn off del-
egation to the previously selected user.

When you have made the appropriate delegation decision, click the OK button at the bottom right of the
User Profile screen to close it.

The Standard Delegation functionality can be removed from the user profile page by set-
ting the fTurnOffDelegation Custom Variable to "true" in the Custom Vars file.

Delegation by Administrators
Administrators can perform delegation on behalf of users by making the delegation change in the User
Profile for a specific user, or in the User Administration section's Delegation page.

Edit User Profile
From the Users page of the User Administration area, open the Edit User screen of the user for which
you wish to perform delegation. There is a User Picker labeled Delegate all tasks to (User).

Select the User Picker to open the type ahead box and begin typing a user name to expand the type
ahead dropdown containing the list of matching users. Select a user to which to delegate by choosing
the user from the type ahead dropdown. You can use the arrow keys to scroll the selection cursor up
and down, then press the [ENTER] key to make your selection, or you can select the user with your
mouse.
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Once the user list type ahead has closed, the selected user will now appear in the delegation user picker.
Confirm the delegation by clicking the Delegate Tasks to User button.

A confirmation dialog box will appear to ask you to confirm the delegation.

Click the OK button to confirm the delegation. The dialog box will close, the delegation will take effect.

You can end the delegation by clicking the Turn Off Delegation button. Again, a dialog box will appear
that asks you to confirm that you wish to turn off the delegation. Click the OK button to turn off del-
egation to the previously selected user.

When you have made the appropriate delegation decision, click the OK button at the bottom right of the
Edit User screen to close it.

Delegation Page
In the Delegation page of the User Administration section, you can set or remove multiple delegations.
The screen also displays the currently active delegations in the User Delegations section of the page, as
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displayed in the example below.

Setting Delegation
Use the User Pickers to select the from whom the tasks should be delegated, and the user to whom
tasks should be delegated.

Once you have set both users for the delegation, click the Add Delegation button to create the del-
egation.

The delegation will be created immediately, and will appear in the delegation list at the bottom of the
Delegation page, and a message will appear notifying you that the delegation has been successfully cre-
ated.
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Removing Delegation

To remove a delegation, simply click the delete icon ( ) next to the delegation you wish to remove. The
delegation will be canceled and a message will appear that notifies you that the delegation has been
removed.

Shared Delegation #
In addition to the standard delegation described above, users of Process Director v5.12 and higher can
also implement shared delegation. Unlike standard delegation, shared delegation enables specified
users to complete tasks for the delegator, but doesn't automatically assign tasks to the delegate.
Instead, shared delegation gives the delegate access to the delegator's tasks, so that the delegate can
complete them, if necessary or desired.

Delegates can be selected by the user, or by an administrator, using the procedures described below.

Delegation by the user
Users may share their own tasks to another user by modifying their user profile via the following pro-
cedure.

First, open the user information box by clicking the user menu icon located at the top left corner of the
Process Director interface.

When you click the icon, the user information box will appear.

Once the user Information box appears, click the Edit Profile button to open your User Profile page. On
the User Profile page, there is a Share my tasks with these users User Picker displayed.
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Select the User Picker to open the type ahead box and begin typing a user name to expand the type
ahead dropdown containing the list of matching users. Select a user to which to delegate by choosing
the user from the type ahead dropdown. You can use the arrow keys to scroll the selection cursor up
and down, then press the [ENTER] key to make your selection, or you can select the user with your
mouse.

Once the user list type ahead has closed, the selected user will now appear in the delegation user picker,
and tasks will be shared once the profile is saved.

You can end the delegation by clicking the "X" icon that appears next to the delegates name, or clear
ALL delegates by clicking the "X" icon that appears on the right side of the user picker.

When you have made the appropriate delegation decision, click the OK button at the bottom right of the
User Profile screen to save and close the user profile.

The Shared Delegation functionality can be removed from the user profile page by setting
the fTurnOffSharedDelegation Custom Variable to "true" in the Custom Vars file.

Delegation by Administrators
In the Delegation page of the User Administration section, you can set or remove multiple shared del-
egations. The screen also displays the currently active shared delegations in the Shared User Deleg-
ations section of the page, as displayed in the example below.
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Setting Delegation
Use the User Pickers to select the from whom the tasks should be shared, and the user to whom tasks
should be shared.

Once you have set both users for the delegation, click the Enable Shared Delegation button to create the
delegation.

The delegation will be created immediately, and will appear in the delegation list at the bottom of the
Delegation page, and a message will appear notifying you that the delegation has been successfully cre-
ated.

Removing Delegation

To remove a delegation, simply click the delete icon ( ) next to the delegation you wish to remove. The
delegation will be canceled and a message will appear that notifies you that the delegation has been
removed.

Selecting Tasks for Delegation
In order to enable a delegate to retrieve and complete shared tasks, the tasks must be specifically des-
ignated as shared tasks. On the Advanced tab of the User Timeline Activity type, there's an Allow Task
Sharing property check box. This property check box must be checked or the task won't be shared with
the delegate. This property enables you to implement task sharing on a per-task basis, which the default
method for task sharing in the system.

You can, however, universally implement task sharing by setting the fSharedDelegationAllProcesses
Custom Variable to "true". Conversely, you can completely disable task sharing by adding the appro-
priate disabling subroutine to the Custom Vars file.
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Viewing Shared Delegations
Since tasks don't automatically get assigned to delegates when they are shared, the delegate must have
a method to view the shared tasks that are available for completion. You must, therefore, provide a Task
List Knowledge View to the delegates that applies a specific Filter to enable the delegates to view the
shared tasks. On the Filter tab of the Knowledge View, you must use the Task >> Tasks for User system
variable as the filter. This variable can also be accessed via the Task User system variable.

When the Knowledge View runs, this filter will display a dropdown to enable the delegate to choose the
delegator for whom the tasks should be viewed. The dropdown will only show users who have active
tasks that have been delegated to the current user.

You can use the dropdown to select the desired delegator, then click the Search button to retrieve the
tasks for that delegator. Once the tasks appear, the user can choose the tasks to complete, just as would
be done in the default Task List.
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For Process Director v5.26 and higher, Shared Delegation also supports delegation to unauthenticated
users. This enables tasks assigned to anonymous users to appear in the task user dropdown in the
Knowledge View filter, when the current user is the shared delegate owner in that activity.
Continue
Continue to the documentation for the User Directory Synchronization page.

User Directory Synchronization
If you are using an LDAP directory (e.g. Microsoft Active Directory) to authenticate your users, their User
ID will be automatically added to the Process Director database when they first login. Process Director
automatically synchronizes the user and group information when the login occurs. This happens trans-
parently to the user. If you are using Windows Domain security to authenticate users you can still con-
figure Process Director to synchronize user information with your LDAP server. This allows your users
to authenticate against the Windows Domain, but still have their email address and user name (Alias)
synchronized with the LDAP settings.

There are a couple of limitations to using this technique alone. It requires that a user logs into Process
Director before it “knows” of that user and the groups the user belongs to. This means that you can't
add users to a Timeline activity, or specify users in permissions until after that user logs into Process Dir-
ector. Additionally, users or groups that are changed or removed in LDAP will still exist in the Process
Director database.

To address these scenarios, there is a user directory synchronization utility that will synchronize your
LDAP user information with Process Director. For Active Directory synchronization specifically, please
see the Creating an Active Directory Sync Profile topic. For generic LDAP synchronization, please see
the Creating an LDAP Sync Profile topic. The synchronization utility will only synchronize attributes
such as the name and email address, but won't copy over any passwords. Passwords are only stored on
your LDAP server – the LDAP server is responsible for authentication.
Creating an Active Directory Sync Profile
This utility can be run manually, or scheduled to perform an automatic synchronization. To perform the
synchronization, navigate to User Administration > User Directory Synchronization. Each sync con-
figuration is a profile. Each profile will, after running, display when the synchronization was last per-
formed, and the result of the synchronization.

You can create many profiles to sync specified users or groups of users. These profiles will be saved to
the database so you may run them at any time. You can create a profile by selecting the Create Active
Directory Sync Profile link. Clicking this link will open the Create Active Directory Sync Profile window,
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into which you can enter the Sync Name and Description of the profile, then click the OK button to open
the configuration screen for the new profile.

Configure the profile by selecting the appropriate values for the settings displayed, then click the OK but-
ton to save the settings to the profile.

Synchronization Profile Properties #
The following properties are configurable in the Active Directory Sync Profile.

Sync Name
The name of the profile that will appear in the list of available profiles on the User Directory Syn-
chronization page.

Description
An optional, brief description of the profile's purpose.

AD Domain
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The Active Directory Domain with which you wish to synchronize.

AD Username
The Active Directory User name that has permissions to pull data from the domain with which you wish
to synchronize.

Password
The password associated with the AD Username.

From the Phone Field to the Custom Number Field
A list of fields that can be mapped to Active Directory fields to store the relevant data contained in Act-
ive Directory.

Secure
This option forces the synchronization to use a secure connection (SSL).

Test Connection Settings
This button, when clicked, will make a test connection to the specified AD Domain to ensure the con-
nection works properly.

Sync Objects
A series of check boxes that enable you to choose which object types to sync.

Limit Users to Group
This optional value will limit the users to sync to only the users within the specified group.

Limit Groups to Group
This optional value will limit the groups to sync to only the groups within the specified group.

Add Objects to Partitions
This optional dropdown value lists the partitions that exist on the installation, and enables you to specify
the partition to which to add the synchronization objects.

Add Users to Groups
This optional value specifies to which Process Director groups to add the synchronization users.

Do Not Disable
This option indicates that the synchronization will add new objects from an AD Sync, but will NOT dis-
able already existing users or groups which the sync doesn't find.

Remove Users From Groups
This option indicates that the synchronization will remove users from groups in Process Director when
they are removed from the AD group.

Add as Day Pass Users
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This option indicates that the synchronized users should be added as licensed day pass users. This
option is only relevant to installations licensed for user passes.

Debug Mode
This option runs the synchronization in "Debug Mode" - providing more verbose logging.

Test Mode
This option causes the synchronization to fetch all the object to synchronize without adding them to Pro-
cess Director.

Interactively Run This Sync Profile
Clicking this button will manually run the Synchronization. By default, the Sync will run in Test Mode, so
you'll need to be sure to uncheck the Test Mode property to run an actual sync.

Manual Execution of an Active Directory Sync Profile
To execute a profile, navigate to the User Directory Synchronization page and select the Run command
from the profile you'd like to run. This will display the AD Sync Run page. The AD Sync Run page dis-
plays the profile configuration with the option of changing your settings for that run instance.

If the synchronization occurs successfully, you'll see the number of users and groups that were syn-
chronized.

Scheduled Execution of an Active Directory Sync Profile
To automatically schedule the profile to run at regular intervals (for example, every night at midnight)
use the Microsoft Windows Scheduled Tasks utility. This utility enables you to schedule and test com-
mands executed on a regular basis.

Do not schedule IEXPLORE.EXE because the web browser will never close. Rather, use the bputil.exe
command to run the web page.  Process Director has created this path for you. Navigate the AD Sync
Run Page and copy and paste the URL under Directory Connection to the Windows Scheduler.

For example, enter this command in the “Run” dialog box to schedule the synchronization:

"PATH\bputil.exe" SU "http://localhost/WD/admin/ad_sync.aspx?ads=Profile_Name"

where PATH is the installation directory for Process Director (e.g. c:\Program Files\BP Logix\Process Dir-
ector\). Enter the appropriate credentials in the Windows Scheduler when prompted. Use the “Sched-
ule” tab to set the times to run the command. Consult the Microsoft help for more information on this
utility.
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You must enclose the URL to ad_sync.asp in double quotes.

User Synchronization
AD users will be created in the Process Director database when synchronization is performed and when
the user logs in. The user ID, display name, email address and organization hierarchy will be kept in
sync. If a user is renamed in AD it will be reflected in the Process Director database during a login or a
synchronization operation. If a user is deleted in AD, the user will be disabled in the Process Director
database. It is recommend that the user ID be left as disabled instead of deleting it so that the user his-
tory is maintained (e.g. processes they participated in, documents they modified, etc.).
Group Synchronization
The integration will synchronize the AD groups. These will be created as groups in Process Director.
When using AD groups, if you delete or rename groups in AD they'll be removed from the Process Dir-
ector database. When renaming an AD group, you should rename it in the Process Director User Admin-
istration Group section first. This isn't required for AD users.

For more information on User or Group synchronization, please see the topic on User Directory Syn-
chronization.

Active Directory Synchronization Log #
Installations that use the Auditing component have access to a Synchronization log that is saved to the
database when an Active Directory synchronization is run. The link to this page is available from the
Import History action link at the top of the User Directory Synchronization page.

This link opens a searchable log page to view all of the log events generated during a synchronization.

Please be aware that larger organizations may have—depending on the size and frequency
of the synchronizations—a huge number of log entries, which can return a massive amount of
data and degrade system performance. The number of records returned, however, can be
restricted by setting the nMaxADSyncLogEvents and fKeepADSyncInfoLogs custom variables.
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A number of filters are available on the page to assist you with searching for specific entries.

l From/To: You can perform a search only for log entries that occurred between specified dates. An
additional Filter button provides you with appropriate date conditions to apply to the From/To cri-
terion.

l Object Name: You can search for entries that have specific text in the object name, such as a user-
name.

l Messages: You can search for entries that have specific text in the log Message.
l Message Type: You can search for specific message types by selecting the appropriate message

type from the dropdown control. Available message types are All, Info, Warning, and Error.

When you configure the options, clicking the Refresh button will reload the log files that match your con-
ditions. An Export to CSV button is also available to export the log results to a CSV file that can be
opened in Microsoft Excel.

You can return to the AD Synchronization page by clicking the User Directory Sync Profiles action link.

Synchronization Issues #
When a user is managed via an Active Directory Synchronization, some extra information about the
user is available at the bottom of the user's account profile.

The Object ID is the user's internal UID in Process Director. The External GUID is the user's SID in Active
Directory, which is copied over to Process Director, and placed in the sExternalGuid field of the record in
the tblUser database table for this user, and links the user's Process Director ID to the Active Directory
ID for this user. Finally, the Sync Profile is the ID of the Synchronization Profile that is used to syn-
chronize this user.
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When a user is synchronized, once, they are permanently associated with a specific Active Directory
account and Sync Profile.

This association can be lost under some circumstances:

l The user leaves the organization, and is removed from AD. The user will be disabled, but not
deleted, on the next AD Sync. If the user returns to the organization, and a new AD account is cre-
ated, then the user will appear as a NEW user in Process Director, and the existing account won't be
reassociated.

l Similarly, If you move the user to a different AD Sync profile, the same thing will happen, because
Process Director will assume that the user in the new AD Sync profile is a different user. Again, a
new account will be created, and the old account disabled.

In such cases you may want to reassociate the same Process Director user with the changed AD
Account, so that you can maintain continuity with the Process Director user's different profiles or
AD Accounts.

In such cases, the solution we would recommend is creating an admin form that allows a user ID and
new AD GUID or Profile ID to be entered and have it update the tblUser database table. This form would
update the Process Director sExternalGUID and/or oADID fields in the table tblUser within the Process
Director database for the affected user. The form can save the original GUIDs from tblUser in the form
instance, just in case there was a mistake made. Also, that would provide an audit trail of changes. You
can then delete the new user from Process Director.

This is an advanced solution, so you should use due caution in implementing it. We very
strongly advise you to contact us for Direct Assistance in creating this solution unless you are
absolutely sure you know how to implement it.

Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Creating an LDAP Sync Profile, User Perms, and User Refer-
ences pages, all of which are included in the main User Administration topic.
Creating an LDAP Sync Profile
This utility can be run manually, or scheduled to perform an automatic synchronization. To perform the
synchronization, navigate to User Administration > User Directory Synchronization. Each sync con-
figuration is a profile. Each profile will, after running, display when the synchronization was last per-
formed, and the result of the synchronization.

You can create many profiles to sync specified users or groups of users. These profiles will be saved to
the database so you may run them at any time. You can create a profile by selecting the Create LDAP
Sync Profile link. Clicking this link will open the Create Active Directory Sync Profile page (This is the
same page that's used to create a new AD Sync profile), into which you can enter the Sync Name and
Description of the profile, then click the OK button to open the configuration page for the new profile.
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Configure the profile by selecting the appropriate values for the settings displayed, then click the OK but-
ton to save the settings to the profile.

Synchronization Profile Properties #
The following properties are configurable in the Active Directory Sync Profile.

Sync Name
The name of the profile that will appear in the list of available profiles on the User Directory Syn-
chronization page.

Description
An optional, brief description of the profile's purpose.

LDAP URL
The URL of the LDAP server with which you wish to synchronize.

LDAP Username
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The LDAP User name that has permissions to pull data from the domain with which you wish to syn-
chronize.

LDAP Group Filter
The LDAP filter to use, if any, to return only users in groups that match the filter.

Password
The password associated with the LDAP Username.

LDAP User Filter
The LDAP filter to use, if any, to return only users that match the filter.

GUID Property
The LDAP property that contains the unique identifier for each user.

UserId Property
The LDAP property that contains the UserID.

From the Display Name to the Custom Number Field
A list of fields that can be mapped to LDAP fields to store the relevant data contained in the LDAP Dir-
ectory.

LDAP Options
This property consists of a series of check boxes you can check to select specific options to use during
the Synchronization.

These properties are specific to LDAP server access and/or binding. Please consult your
LDAP administrator to determine which settings are appropriate, based on your LDAP server's
configuration, as some of these settings are mutually exclusive.

l Secure: Use the Secure LDAP service to run the synchronization.
l Encryption: Use the STARTTLS (LDAP over TLS) service for the synchronization.
l Secure Sockets Layer: Use the LDAPS (LDAP over SSL) service for the synchronization.
l ReadOnlyServer: Specifies that a writable server isn't required, and to allow connection to a read-

only cache/replica of the writable server.
l Anonymous: Enables anonymous binding.
l FastBind: Enables the server to process concurrent bind requests on the same connection.
l Signing: Enables the server to the server to reject Simple Authentication and Security Layer binds

that don't request signing, or to reject LDAP simple binds that are performed on a clear-text con-
nection.

l Sealing: Sealing encrypts the LDAP payload data to avoid transmitting it in clear-text.
l Delegation: Use the delegate account to perform the synchronization.
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l ServerBind: Invokes the LDAP ServerBind method to determine how access to the LDAP server will
be allowed.

Sync Objects
A series of check boxes that enable you to choose which object types to sync.

Limit Users to Group
This optional value will limit the users to sync to only the users within the specified group.

Limit Groups to Group
This optional value will limit the groups to sync to only the groups within the specified group.

Add Objects to Partitions
This optional dropdown value lists the partitions that exist on the installation, and enables you to specify
the partition to which to add the synchronization objects.

Add Users to Groups
This optional value specifies to which Process Director groups to add the synchronization users.

Do Not Disable
This option indicates that the synchronization will add new objects from an LDAP Sync, but will NOT
disable already existing users or groups which the sync doesn't find.

Remove Users From Groups
This option indicates that the synchronization will remove users from groups in Process Director when
they are removed from the LDAP group.

Add as Day Pass Users
This option indicates that the synchronized users should be added as licensed day pass users. This
option is only relevant to installations licensed for user passes.

Debug Mode
This option runs the synchronization in "Debug Mode" - providing more verbose logging.

Test Mode
This option causes the synchronization to fetch all the object to synchronize without adding them to Pro-
cess Director.

Interactively Run This Sync Profile
Clicking this button will manually run the Synchronization. By default, the Sync will run in Test Mode, so
you'll need to be sure to uncheck the Test Mode property to run an actual sync.

Operation of the LDAP Sync Profile
While the configuration settings for Active Directory and LDAP synchronization profiles are slightly dif-
ferent, all synchronization operation operate identically. For information on synchronization methods,
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Synchronization Logs, and synchronization issues, please refer to the Creating an Active Directory Sync
Profile topic, or these specific sections of that topic:

l Manual Execution
l Scheduled Execution
l Synchronization Log
l Synchronization Issues

Continue
Continue to the documentation for the Creating an AD Sync Profile, User Perms, and User References
pages, all of which are included in the main User Administration topic.

User Perms
Administrators of Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Option will notice
an additional User Perms page in the User Administration section.

The User Perms page enables you to find users and view a report of permissions that are applicable to
that user.

The top section of the page provides a number of search fields that you can fill out to filter the number of
objects returned by the search. The filter criteria will accept all or part of a User ID or User Name, or the
GUID of an external user. Once you have entered the filter criteria you desire, click the Search button to
see a list of all the objects that match your filter criteria.
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User References
For Process Director v5.12 and higher, administrators have the ability to find all references in the system
for a particular user from the User References page.

To see all of the objects that reference a user, simply select the desired user from the Choose a user to
see where they are referenced User Picker. Once you select the user, the references will automatically
be retrieved and listed in a bottom part of the page.

Installation Settings
This section of the IT Admin area enables you to set and change the general settings that control the
overall operation of your Process Director installation.

NOTE: For Cloud customers, some settings may be hidden from user accounts that aren't
specified as Managed Users.

The Installation Settings section contains four different pages for configuring the Process Director
installation. You can navigate to the documentation for each page by using the Table of Contents dis-
played in the upper right corner of the page, or by using the links below.

Properties: General system properties.

Global Variables: Variables that set general system options.

Database Settings: Sets the connection to the Process Director database.

Licensing: Validates and stores your Process Director licensing information.
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Properties

The Properties page lists the basic options to configure the Process Director Server, which helps max-
imize the flexibility of Process Director. Below is the list of options available on the Properties page.

Server Name
The name for the Process Director installation.

Interface URL
Specifies the actual host name that can be used to connect to Process Director.

Proxy URL
Specifies the URL of your proxy server, if you have one in use.

Store Documents on File System
Enables you to store documents on the server file system. Setting this option will require you to set the
Document Storage Path and Document Size for File System Storage properties. For more information
about storing documents in the Process Director database as opposed to the file system, see the Stor-
ing Attachments topic.
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There are times when you may want to store the binary data on a file system, instead of in the database.
For example, if you are dealing with very large digital assets/documents, or a large number of them, stor-
ing them on the file system may be better. If your database gets too large with document data, it can
slow functions like your database backups. When binaries are stored on the file system, you still will
have entries in the internal document tables, but the BLOB column will be empty. It is transparent to the
implementers and end-users where the document binaries are stored.

Document Storage Path
Actual file path to store files.

Document Size for File System Storage
Enables you to set the minimum size requirement of the file to be stored on the file system. If you want
to store ALL files in the file system, set the value of this property to 0.

For Process Director v6.00.100 or higher, this property will also accept a properly formatted date to
move all documents with file dates prior to the specified date to file storage.

Local IP Addresses
Enables you to add a comma separated list of IP addresses that have permission to the IT Admin area of
Process Director.

Load balanced URLs
Process Director incorporates load balancing to share the processing load between multiple Process Dir-
ector installations. This property takes a comma-separated list of URLs that are part of the load bal-
ancing scheme.

Registered Email
This is an email address to use as a fallback "From" address for process notifications if one of the
primary email addresses isn't available. The "From" address for a process notification is set by the first
value that isn't empty from the following list:

1. The value manually configured in an email template's EmailData Control.
2. The value configured the Workflow From Email Address setting in the Installation Settings >

Global Variables section.
3. If administratively Canceled, the email of the administrator that performed the operation.
4. The email of the Process Initiator.
5. The value configured in the Registered Email Address.
6. As a final fallback: tech-support@bplogix.com

For users of Process Director v5.27 and higher, Process Director enables the use of address
strings with a Display Name component (e.g. "Test User <test@example.com>").

Logging Level
Enables you to set a specific logging level that may provide more information in the logs.
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CSS
Enables you to specify a custom CSS file. It is recommended to place the CSS file in the custom directory
of the Process Director install.

Logo URL
Enables you to specify an image to replace the logo throughout the system. Additionally you can specify
a hotlink for the logo.

Logo Link
Enables you to specify a URL to which users will be sent if they click the logo image.

Background Image
Enables you to specify a pre-defined background image to display in the background of the Login page.
A number of stock images are displayed in the dropdown control enabling you to select the desired
background image.

Background Image Sizing
Enables you to specify how the background image will appear on the login page. The following options
are available:
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l Cover: The image will expand to fill the entire page background.
l Center: The image will appear in its actual size, centered on the page vertically and horizontally.
l Tile: The image will appear in its actual size, aligned to the top left of the window, and will tile ver-

tically and horizontally.
l Tile X: The image will appear in its actual size, aligned to the top left of the window, and will tile

along the X-axis only.
l Tile Y: The image will appear in its actual size, aligned to the top left of the window, and will tile

along the Y-axis only.

Home Page Top Height
Enables you to adjust the height of the top navigation bar.

Home Page Logo Width
Enables you to specify the width of the logo displayed at the top right of the page.

SMTP Authentication Type
Form Process Director v5.44.1103, this property enables an OAuth-based connection to Azure services
by setting this property to "Office365/Microsoft OAuth".

When set to this value, three additional properties will appear to store the appropriate OAuth properties
for authenticating with Microsoft Azure services:

l SMTP Tenant ID: The Azure Tenant ID.
l SMTP Client ID: The Azure Client ID for the Registered AAD App.
l SMTP Secret: The Azure Client Secret.

For more information on configuring Azure for Process Director, Please see the SharePoint Datasources
topic.

SMTP Host
Enables you to set a host name or IP address for the SMTP Host. By default it will use the local SMTP
server. Setting this property also allows you to set the SMTP Port, SMTP UserID, and SMTP Password,
and SSL Required properties.

You do have some different options for sending mail from the system.
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1. Using “relay” through your existing mail server (e.g. Exchange, O365, etc.)
l This method requires that your mail server enables relay. This can be controlled by IP address

and/or the use of credentials to connect to your SMTP mail server.
l If your mail server can't return quickly from a large number of mail request, this could slow the

end user experience in Process Director when the completion of a form results in process
emails being sent out. To work around this, you can use option #3. This will perform a store
and forward that won't be delayed with slowdowns in the email server responding.

2. Using the local IIS SMTP server to send the emails directly to the recipients
l This method will send emails from the local SMTP server. It may be necessary to setup a DNS

SPF, DKIM or reverse DNS record for this server so recipients don't flag these emails as
SPAM.

3. Using the local IIS SMTP server to relay through your mail server using the “Smart Host” con-
figuration.
l This method requires that your mail server enables relay from this IP address. It will forward

all emails through your mail server using a store/forward technique, allowing retries.
4. Relaying through a mail provider (e.g. SMTP.com)

l This method requires that a provider be created and that recipients will allow emails sent from
this domain to be received.

BP Logix recommends that you enable your mail server to accept mail relay from the IP
Address of the process Director server, and set the SMTP host to the mail server name, e.g.,
relay.domain_name.com. This will provide the most direct connection to your mail server, and
enable your mail server to impose organizational policies, and return error messages to Process
Director.

SMTP Port
The SMTP port used to send email. The default SMTP port is 25 for unencrypted connections. For
encrypted connections, BP Logix recommends using port 587 and enabling the SSL Required property.

For more information on SMTP connections to Microsoft Azure, please see Microsoft's documentation
on this topic.

SMTP UserID
The User Name for the email account that will be used to send email.

SMTP Password
The Password for the email account that will be used to send email.

SSL Required
Determines whether the connection to the SMTP server will require SSL to encrypt the UserID and pass-
word when sent to the SMTP server. This setting is required to be enabled when using encrypted con-
nections.

Web Service Enabled
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Enables you to enable or disable Web Services for the system. Additionally you can add restrictions. Set-
ting this property allows you to set the Require Web Service Authentication and Web Service Restric-
tions properties.

Require Web Service Authentication
Determines whether authentication is required to use a web service.

Web Service Restrictions
A comma-separated list of IP Addresses that you enter into this field, which will restrict access to web
services to only requests from the IP Addresses entered. Leaving this field blank will allow universal
access to web services.

In addition to a comma-separated list of IP Addresses, this field also supports CIDR notation for an
IP Address range, e.g., "10.1.1.0/24" will use all IP Addresses between 10.1.1.0 and 10.1.1.24.

Number of Custom Icons
Enables you to set the number of custom icons that you can use in the Process Director interface. The
default setting is 0. If you create any custom icons, you must set this value to the exact number of cus-
tom icons that you have created. For information on creating custom icons, please see the Creating Cus-
tom Icons topic.

Microsoft OAuth for SMTP #
For Process Director v5.44.1100, additional properties have been added to enable the SMTP settings to
access an Azure Exchange365 server using Microsoft's OAuth-based Modern Authentication method.

Access to Exchange365 can be configured by setting a new dropdown property, SMTP Authentication
Type, to "Office365/Microsoft OAuth". When set to this value, three additional properties will be dis-
played to enable connection to Exchange365, assuming that the appropriate AAD Registered app has
been created in Azure.:
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l SMTP Tenant ID: The Azure Directory (tenant) ID.
l SMTP Client ID: The Azure Application (client) ID
l SMTP Secret: The secret or application password the administrator created to use with the AAD

Registered App.

Adding these property values will, in addition to the other SMTP account properties for the specific
email account you wish to use, will enable connection the specified Exchange365 email account.

Global Variables

The Global Variables page enables specific options to be enabled or disabled throughout the system.

PDF Form Landscape
Setting this value to "True" will set the landscape aspect ratio as the default for all PDF conversions.

Enable Client Validation
Setting this value to "True" will allow the Process Director installation to use client-side validation. The
data that the user enters is validated in the user's browser before being sent to the server. If the val-
idation fails, the user can correct the data immediately. Only data that passes client-side validation is
sent to the server, which helps reduce server load. Without client validation, all data must be sent to the
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server for validation, which may require multiple round trips to the server before the data passes val-
idation. Client-side validation removes the need for these round trips to the server for invalid data.

Mobile Types Supported
Enables you to specify the type of mobile devices supported by Process Director by entering a comma-
separated list of HTTP types. The default is "blackberry". Available HTTP types include: Android, iPad,
iPhone, etc.

Workflow from Email Address
Enables you to specify the default “from” email address for a process. If this value is set, ALL emails sent
from a Process Timeline will be sent from this email address. This field will accept a display-formatted
email address, using the format:

Display Name <username@domain.com>

Enable Plug-in
Enables or disables the client plug-in for Process Director.

Enable Partition Meta Data Admin
Enables you to enable or disable the partition Meta Data administration for Process Director.

Enable Email Notifications
Enables you to enable or disable email notifications for running processes. If this property is disabled,
Process Director won't send any emails.

Enable Deny Permissions
If this property is set to "True", permissions can be set to deny users access to Process Director objects.

Enable emails to complete tasks?
Enables you to allow users to complete tasks via email. This option can be enabled in two ways. Setting
this value to "Yes" will enable all tasks to be completed via email. Setting this value to "Configured in
each process" will enable process designers to determine whether completion by email should be
allowed on a given process.

Email responses must be from user's configured email address?
Setting this value to "True" will ensure that Process Director will only accept task responses sent from
the email address specified in the user's profile. Responses from any other email address will be
ignored. If users will respond from alternate email addresses, then this value must be set to "False".

Send email replies on any error to complete task requests?
If set to "True", any validation error that arises when a task response is submitted will send an email noti-
fication to the sender of the original error.

Allow Remember Me option on login page?
Setting this value to "True" will enables the "Remember Me" option on the login page. When the user
checks the "Remember Me" check box on the login page, the user won't need to type in a password on
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subsequent logins.

Only Partition Admins allowed to configure Internal Datasources?
Setting this value to "True" ensures that only Partition Admins will be allowed to configure a Datasource
to use the Internal database.

Only Partition Admins allowed to configure Internal User Datasources?
Setting this value to "True" ensures that only Partition Admins will be allowed to configure a Datasource
to use the Internal User database.

Only Partition Admins allowed to configure Views within reports?
Setting this value to "True" ensures that only Partition Admins will be allowed to configure a View
within a Report Definition.

Only Partition Admins allowed to configure scripts?
Setting this value to "True" ensures that only Partition Admins will be allowed to configure scripts for
Forms, Process Timelines, and Knowledge Views.

Database Settings
The Database Settings page allows you to set the database connection string and database client
provider.  Once you have entered your connection strings, ensure that you saved your settings. You may
also test the connection by clicking the Test Database Connect button. This will return a valid statement
or return an error. The Verify Process Director Database Schema button will run a test on the database
to ensure that the data schema for the Process Director database you've selected is compatible with the
version of Process Director you have installed.

As a security enhancement to Process Director v6.0 and higher, passwords in connection
strings and password fields are obfuscated by default, and will not display unless the Eye icon
adjacent to the field is clicked, which will show the password in clear text.

Licensing
You must add a license key after installation to activate Process Director from the Licensing page.

1. Enter the license key that was sent from BP Logix into the License Key text box.
2. Generate a Validation Token using either

a. The Get Validation Token button which launches a web page that displays the validation
token, or
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b. Pasting the Validation URL displayed on the Licensing page into any Internet connected
browser.

3. Copy the Validation Token displayed on the registration page that was opened in Step 2, and
paste it into the Validation Token text box on the Licensing page.

4. Validate the token by clicking the Validate Token button to complete the registration.

The Validation Token is generated from an evaluation of certain technical characteristics of
the server on which Process Director is installed. Each Validation Token is specific to the server
that requested the token. Validation Tokens can't be transferred from one server to another, as
each token is unique to the server that generated it.

Reregistering your License
Some Process Director licenses have an expiration date, and this requires that the license be
reregistered to keep using the software after the registration expires. To reregister your license, go to
the Licensing page of the Installation Settings section, and perform the following procedure:

1. Click the Get Validation Token button, which will launch the BP Logix Product Validation Page
as a pop-up web page.

2. Click the Get Validation Token button on the pop-up web page, which will create new validation
token for your license.
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3. Copy the new validation token from the Pop-up web page, and paste it into the Validation Token
field on the Licensing page. (You can now close the pop-up page.)

4. Click the Validate Token button to validate the new license token. When you do, a status mes-
sage will appear letting you know that the license and token are valid.

Your Process Director license has now been properly re-registered.

Troubleshooting
The Troubleshooting section contains the various pages needed for troubleshooting issues with Process
Director. This section provides you with an easier way to troubleshoot issues with the server and pro-
cesses. The logs can be read here without going to the logs folder, and can be submitted to technical
support with a single button click.
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The section also provides basic information about your Process Director installation, including its name,
Interface URL, Server Version, Install Path, License Description, Server IP Address, and Logging Level.

Troubleshooting Pages
The Troubleshooting section's pages can be accessed via Table of Contents displayed on the upper
right section of this page, or by using one of the links below:

Server Control: A list of links that invoke various server actions.

System Information: Provides a display of relevant server statistics.

Impersonate: Enables you to impersonate other users.

Audit Logs: Enables access to the Audit logs saved in the Process Director Database, when this feature
is configured for appropriately licensed installations.

Logs: Enables access to the system logs.

Log Alerts: Enables you to set alerts for specific events that might occur in the log files.

Run Email Tests: Enables sending test emails from the system.

Help: From the Troubleshooting section, clicking the Help button will open a new browser tab that dis-
plays the documentation web site for Process Director at https://doc.bplogix.com. There is no need for
further documentation about this link.

Server Control
The Server Control page enables you to run various tests and cleanups to ensure that Process Director
is running properly. Most of the server control items are self-explanatory, but a few require a bit more
elaboration.

You can set a message that will be seen by all users when they log into Process Director. You can
choose not to send a message by leaving the text field blank and clicking Set message seen by all Users.

The Turn Quiesce Mode On link will disable Process Director for end users, but not administrators. Qui-
esce mode enables administrators to make changes to the Content List, import applications, and do
other administrative tasks, while preventing non-administrative users from accessing Forms or other
objects. This function is useful for making administrative changes that might disrupt users. When turn-
ing Quiesce Mode on, you can also provide a message using the Set message seen by all Users link to
notify them that some administrative activity is in progress, and their access to the system is temporarily
suspended.

Form Process Director v5.45 and higher, an input field is displayed when clicking Set environment mes-
sage seen by all Users. This input field enables administrators to specify a message to be displayed to
inform users if the system on which they’re working is a Development, Staging, or Production system.
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Additional troubleshooting options are available on this tab when in Debug Mode .

System Information
The System Information page displays information regarding the number of objects and users on this
installation of Process Director, characteristics of the hard drive that Process Director is installed on, and
licensing information.
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Process Director v5.44.602 and higher also has an updated version of this page with a more modern
look.

User Impersonation
For Cloud installations, or on-premise installations that use the Compliance Edition or Subscription
licenses, Process Director allows some users to impersonate other users. Impersonation allows a user to
act as another user, seeing and completing the tasks to which he is assigned, leaving his name on rout-
ing slips when doing so, etc. Impersonating a user is almost exactly the same as being logged in as that
user, except that the impersonation will appear in the audit log. This feature is useful to assist users with
problems they are having, or to debug problems you can't replicate with another user.

To grant a user the ability to impersonate other users, navigate to the User Administration section of the
IT Admin area, access the Users page, and click on the user whom you'd like to grant the ability. When
the user's profile opens, you'll see a checkbox that says User Impersonation Ability?. Check the box.
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To impersonate another user, go to the Impersonate page of the Troubleshooting section. There you'll
see a Choose the user you want to impersonate user picker. Select the user whom you'd like to imper-
sonate this user, and click the Impersonate User button.

When impersonating another user, you'll use your own credentials to complete tasks that require reau-
thentication, so you don't need to know the impersonated user's password to complete tasks.

For Process Director v5.13 and higher, a user can't impersonate anyone who has System
Administrator permissions, unless the user also has System Administrator permissions.

Logs
For Cloud installations, or On-Premise installations that use the Compliance Option, Process Director
provides a number of logging functions, all of which are available through the Logs page of the IT Admin
area's Troubleshooting section.  Once you've navigated to the Troubleshooting section, you can open
the Logs page by clicking the Logs button located in the upper right portion of the screen.
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The most recent log files are available for view in this page's log reader. All of the log files are also avail-
able from within your Process Director installation in the %InstallationDirectory%\website\App_
Data\logs folder.

The log files are saved in a comma-separated text format. If you change the file extension
of the logs from ".log" or ".bkX" to ".csv", they can generally be opened in Excel for easier read-
ing than opening the text log file in Notepad.

Available Logs
Process Director makes the following logs available:

LOG FILE DESCRIPTION

Script
Logs

Records information from scripts when using the bp.logs methods.

Internal Records internal system status information.
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LOG FILE DESCRIPTION

logs

Init Logs Records when various components of functions are initiated.

Audit
Logs

Records changes made to data or processes.

Email
Logs

Records data about email messages sent from Process Director. (For users of the Com-
pliance edition only.)

You can switch between each of these logs by using the dropdown control located above the Log
Viewer, at the far left of the screen. To the immediate right of the log type dropdown is a log file drop-
down that gives you access to the current log ("Main") and the four most recent backups. Process Dir-
ector sets a default log file size of 2MB, so that, when the main log reaches 2MB, it is saved as backup 1,
and a new empty Main log is started. Process Director saves the old backup 1 log as backup 2, and so
on as the changes ripple down through the log backup numbers.

To the right of the log file dropdown, you'll see check boxes that you can use to select if you wish to see
logged errors only, and which logging level you'd like to see. Logging is documented at six different
levels, Level 0 through Level 5. Level 0 is the default level for logging.  Each logging level creates logs at
an increasingly detailed scale, with Level 5 being the most detailed level, and level 0 being the least
detailed. Nearly all debugging you'll need to do on a regular basis can be done using Level 0 or Level 1
logging. On occasion, system problems may require more detailed logging, but you should be aware
that higher levels of logging detail can impact system performance. Using higher levels of logging is usu-
ally done in conjunction with assistance from BP Logix, and isn't usually necessary otherwise.

Additionally, for users of the Compliance Edition, Cloud, or Subscription licenses, some audit logging is
also sent to the Windows Event Log. From the Windows Event Log Viewer, you can configure auto-
mated actions, such as email notifications, to occur when certain events are logged. For information on
this functionality, and how to edit the events sent to the Windows Event log, please see the Audit Log-
ging Variables section of the Developer's Guide.

Log Events #
Some standard events will show up in the log files, based on actions taken by either Process Director
users, or by Process Director as processes move through their life cycle.  The table below enumerates
and describes these standard log events.

LOG EVENT APPEARS IN A LOGWHEN

AddAppEvent A new application event was added to a Form or Process
Timeline definition.

AddGroupToPartition A user group was added to a partition to enable access to that
partition by members of the group.

AddUserToGgroup A user is added into a group.

AddUserToPartition A user was added to a partition to enable access to that par-
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LOG EVENT APPEARS IN A LOGWHEN

tition.

AdminPageAccess A user directly accesses an admin page from the installation
server.

AdminPageUpdate A change was made to an IT Admin page's data.

AdminReplaceUser An administrator uses the "replace user" function.

AnonymousAccess An anonymous user accessed the system.

AttachmentAdded Any time an attachment is added to a Form instance (v5.34 and
higher).

AttachmentRemoved Any time an attachment is removed from a Form instance (v5.34
and higher).

AuthenticateFailed A user types the wrong password when attempting to log in, or
to access to admin page without privileges

CancelActivity A Timeline Activity is canceled.

CancelDocumentCheckout A user canceled an attempt to check out a document or doc-
ument attachment.

CancelStep A Workflow Step is canceled, e.g. an administrator right clicking
on a step and clicking "Cancel".

CaseDataChange The data stored in a Case instance was changed.

CaseModeEntered A user opened a case instance in case context.

CheckoutDocument A document or document attachment was checked out, usually
for editing.

CreateGroup A group is created (Group Admin).

CreateObject A Content List object of is created or an object is created from
an object instance.

CreateUser A user is created (User Admin).

DelegateOff A user ends delegation.

DelegateOn A user sets delegation to other users.

DeleteAppEvent An application event was deleted by a user.

DeleteGroup A group is deleted (Group Admin).

DeleteObject A Content List object of is deleted or an object is deleted from
an object instance.

DeleteUser A user is deleted (User Admin).

DownloadDocument A user downloads documents from application.
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LOG EVENT APPEARS IN A LOGWHEN

ExportObjects When an XML file is exported.

FormDataChange When a Form is filled out by a user. This is used when form field
auditing is active on a form instance. The log entry shows the
changes to all the form fields, including the old values, the new
values, and who changed the Form.

ImpersonateOff When impersonate is off.

ImpersonateOn When impersonate is on (Someone uses impersonate function).

ImportObjects When an XML file is imported.

JumpToStep A task is moved to non-connected task with a Jump to Step Cus-
tom Task.

Login A user logs in

Logoff A user logs off

MoveObject A Content List object or an object from an object instance is
moved.

NotSet Not categorized into the following

ObjectLock A Content List object was automatically locked for editing.

ObjectUnlock A Content List object was automatically unlocked from editing.

ObjectUnlockOther A Content List object was manually unlocked

PasswordChange A user changes the password.

PermissionAdded A permission is added to a user (User Admin).

PermissionDeniedAdmin A user attempts to view admin pages to which the user doesn't
have permissions.

PermissionDeniedDelete A user attempts to delete object to which the user doesn't have
permissions.

PermissionDeniedExecute A user attempts to run an object to which the user doesn't have
permission.

PermissionDeniedModify A user attempts to modify an object to which the user doesn't
have permission.

PermissionDeniedView A user attempts to view object to which the user doesn't have
permission.

PermissionGiven An application elevates a user's permissions.

PermissionRemoved A permission is removed from a user (User Admin).

PermissionReplicated This occurs when the user clicks on the "Replicate Permissions
to Child Objects" button.
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LOG EVENT APPEARS IN A LOGWHEN

PermissionUpdated A user edits and updates an existing permission record.

ReInit The Process Director installation was reinitialized, usually from a
suspended state after period of inactivity.

RemoveGroupFromPartition A user group was removed from a partition.

RemoveObjectFromParent Any content object is removed from a parent, e.g. removing an
attachment from a process.

RemoveUserFromGroup A user is removed from a group.

RemoveUserFromPartition A user was removed from a partition.

RestartActivity A Timeline Activity is restarted.

RestartTimeline A Process Timeline instance is restarted.

RestartWorkflow A Workflow instance is restarted.

RollbackActivity A Timeline Activity is rolled back.

RollbackDocument An edited document or document attachment was rolled back to
an earlier version of the document.

Signature A user enters data into an eSign signature control on a Form.

StopStep A Workflow Step is stopped without completing it.

StopWorkflow A Workflow instance is stopped.

SyncEnd Sync is finished.

SyncStart Sync is run/started.

TaskCompleted A process task is completed by a user.

TaskReassigned A user is reassigned to a process task.

TaskRemoved A running task is removed from a running process.

UpdateAppEvent An application event was changed by a user.

UpdateDocumentProps A user updated the properties of a document or document
attachment.

UpdateObject A Content List or object instance object is updated.

UpdateUser A user profile is updated (User Admin).

UserDisabled A user is disabled (User Admin/ Setting).

UserEnabled A disabled user is enabled.

UserLockedOut A user was locked out of the system, usually as the result of
authentication failures.

ViewCaseData A user viewed the data for a Case instance.

ViewForm Any time a user opens a form instance. The flag
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LOG EVENT APPEARS IN A LOGWHEN

fAuditFormViews must be enabled, i.e., set to "True" in the vars
file, for this to appear. This may add strongly to the servers load
when in use.

ViewFormData When someone accesses form data other than through the nor-
mal viewing of a form instance (e.g. through SDK calls).

WebService A web service is run (Process Director access to Web Service).

Searching the Logs #
At the top of the Log Viewer, to the right of the logging levels check boxes, you'll see a text box labeled
Containing String. If you enter text into this text box, then hit the [ENTER] key, Process Director will
search the current log for log entries that match the text you have typed into the text box.
Emailing Logs #
On occasion, you may run into issues that you requires assistance from BP Logix to debug. In those
cases, a technical support representative may ask you to attach your log files to your technical support
ticket. In this case, there is a button located below the log reader that is labeled Email Logs. Below this
button, you'll see text boxes into which you can enter email addresses to which to send the logs from
your Process Director installation. In addition, there is a text box for you to enter other information you'd
like to appear in the text of your email.  If these are filled out correctly, you can click the Email Logs but-
ton to send the logs in a zipped file.

Enter your email address, and send the logs to yourself. When you receive the email, download the
zipped log files to your computer, then attach the zipped log files to your support ticket.

Sending Logs to Support
If you have an active support ticket, you can automatically attach the logs to your tech Support ticket by
entering your BP Logix Company ID and the Support Ticket number into the fields provided, then click-
ing the Email Logs to Support button.

Additionally, you can send specific archive logs by selecting a date from the Archive Log Date control,
which will attach the logs from 1 day before to 1 day after the specified date.

Downloading the log file
You can download the zipped log files for your own use and analysis by clicking the Download Logs as
.Zip button.

Log Markers #
At the bottom of the Log Viewer, you'll see an Insert Marker button. Clicking this button will insert a
marker into the log file. You can fill in the text box next to the "Insert marker" button to include some cus-
tom text in the marker.

You may find it useful to insert a marker when dealing with logs that contain a lot of information, and
which are updated frequently by Process Director. For instance, when testing a function, you might
insert a marker with custom text before running the test. The marker makes it easier to return to the log
and find where your test started.
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The example above demonstrates two markers. The first marker is the default marker that is inserted in
the log file when you click the Insert marker button. The second example is a marker where the fol-
lowing custom text has been inserted:

This is a test marker for the log file.

Log Alerts
For Process Director v5.44.800 and higher, the Log Alerts page enables you to configure monitoring of
any log file to provide an alert when a log entry is generated that matches a configured search term. The
Log Alerts page displays a list of all configured log alerts.

To create a Log Alert, click the Create Log Alert action link to open the Create Log Alert page.

The Create Log Alert page provides several configuration settings to specify the logs you wish to mon-
itor, the search terms that prompt an alert, and the alert response.

Description
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The property provides the name/description of the Log Alert to create, and will be the name displayed in
the list of alerts on the Log Alerts page.

Phrase
The property enables you to enter the search term (a specific word or phrase) to use when monitoring
log entries. Any log entry that contains an exactmatch to your search term will prompt a Log Alert auto-
matically.

This property will accept a Regular Expression as a search term, to provide additional flex-
ibility.

Automatically start this process after Log Alert is detected
The property enables you to specify a process to start when a Log Alert is triggered. For instance, you
might have a simple process that consists of a notification step that send and email to a system admin-
istrator notifying them of the Log Alert. This property is the primary method for notifying and respond-
ing to any Log Alert.

Logs to Monitor
The property enables you to choose any of the log file types to monitor. At least one log file type must
be selected, otherwise, no logs will be monitored, and no alerts will be generated.

Include lines before/after
The property enables you to specify the number of lines in the log file prior to, and after, the log entry
that generated the alert. You can choose up to ten lines to include in the log alert.

Once configured, a Log Alert can be deleted by checking the checkbox for that Log Alert in the list, then
clicking the Delete Log Alert action link.

Audit Logs
In addition to storage in the file system, users of the Compliance edition—which includes cloud-based
installations—can have audit logs written into the Process Director internal database for easier access
to the logs to view, search, and export audit logs. This functionality is available from within the
Troubleshooting section of the IT Admin area via the Audit Logs button.
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The top portion of the Audit Logs page provides search fields to find the relevant portions of the log files
stored in the database. Below the search fields is a link to export the search data to a CSV file. Exporting
the data to CSV format enables users to open the exported data in Excel for further analysis, providing a
much easier way to analyze audit logs than the text-based log files. The bottom portion of the screen
displays the returned records from the database. Each returned row has an expansion icon ( ) that
users can click to expand the row to show log file details for that entry.

If you allow outside users who don't have Process Director user accounts, such as customers or sup-
pliers, to have access to your processes via anonymous access, you can enable audit logging for
anonymous users as well. To turn this feature on, you'll need to set the fAuditLogFileOnly variable to
"false" in the Custom Variables file. You can limit the number of days log files are stored by setting the
nAuditLogDays Custom Variable, to keep the audit table at a manageable size, as it grows quickly.

Run Email Tests
The Run Email Tests page enables you to configure a number of options for sending a test email. This
page enables you to set up an email and have Process Director send it, testing Process Director’s ability
to send emails. The email body and content can be configured, as well as the server from which the
email is sent.

From the Troubleshooting section, you can navigate to the Run Email Tests page by clicking the Run
Email Tests button.

This page is very important when troubleshooting email issues in Process Director. In general, if an
email is successfully sent from this page, then you can be relatively certain that the email features of Pro-
cess Director are operating correctly. If the tests are sent correctly, from this page, but you are still hav-
ing email delivery issues, you may wish to check other possibilities, such as issues with your email
server.
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For Process Director v5.44.1103, the Run Email Tests page is configured to use Microsoft Modern
Authentication by setting the configuration to Use Specific SMTP Server, the setting the
SMTP Authentication Type property to "Office 365/Microsoft OAuth".

There are several configurable properties you can set for each email test you wish to run.

From
The email address from which the email is sent.
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To
The email address to which to send the test.

Subject
The Subject of the test email message. A simple default value is supplied, as illustrated in Figure 65.

Body
The Body of the test email message. A simple default value is supplied, as illustrated in Figure 65.

Attach Log File?
A check box that, when checked, will send a log file as an attachment to the email.

Use Process Director Configured Settings
A radio button that, when selected will send the test email using the SMTP settings that have been con-
figured for the Process Director installation.

Use local IIS SMTP Server
A radio button that, when selected, will send the test email using the locally configured SMTP server for
the IIS installation that is running on the local machine containing the Process Director installation.

Use specific SMTP Server
A radio button that, when selected, enables you to specify a different SMTP server. When this option is
selected, the following SMTP properties for the server will be enabled:

l SMTP Server Name or IP Address: The SMTP server you wish to use to send the email.
l SMTP Port: The port number to use for sending SMTP email.
l User ID: The UserID for the email inbox to use
l Password: The Password for the email inbox to use.

For Process Director v5.44.1103 and higher, additional OAuth settings are available for use with
Microsoft Modern Authentication. If you wish to use the OAuth connection that is set on the Properties
page of the Installation Settings section, you do not need to reconfigure them here. You can simply leave
the Use Process Director Configured Settings property selected; however, you can use this setting to
use a different email server or inbox than the one configured on the Properties page.

l SMTP Tenant ID: The Azure Tenant ID.
l SMTP Client ID: The Azure Client ID for the Registered AAD App.
l SMTP Secret: The Azure Client Secret.

For more information on configuring Azure for Process Director, Please see the SharePoint Datasources
topic.

Use SSL?
A check box that, when checked, will send the test email via the encrypted SSL layer, if applicable.

UserID (optional)
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The User ID of the email account from which to send the email.

Password (optional)
The Password for the user account from which to send email.

Once you have configured the test email settings, you can send the test email by clicking the Send but-
ton.
Microsoft OAuth for SMTP #
For Process Director v5.44.1100, additional properties have been added to enable the SMTP settings to
access an Azure Exchange365 server using Microsoft's OAuth-based Modern Authentication method.
In most cases, the OAuth properties will be set on the Properties page of the Installation Settings sec-
tion. If so, the appropriate OAuth SMTP settings configured there will be applied to any email tests that
are run from this page, when the Use Process Director Configured Settings property is true.

You can, however, also use custom OAuth settings on the email test by selecting the Use Specific SMTP
Server option. This option will also display the properties for the SMTP Authentication Type, SMTP Ten-
ant ID, SMTP Client ID, and SMTP Secret, just as they're displayed in Installation Settings. You can con-
figure the appropriate OAuth values here and use them to run the email test. Of course, you must have
the appropriate settings configured in Azure prior to using this feature. This feature may be useful for
testing a new Exchange server that uses different properties for the OAuth settings, prior to modifying
the existing SMTP OAuth properties in Installation Settings.

Help
From the Troubleshooting section, clicking the Help button will open a new tab that displays the
Product Documentation web site for Process Director.

Meta Data Administration
The Meta Data Administration section, which is separate from the IT Admin section, enables you to con-
figure the category hierarchy for this partition. Each category can have attributes that contain variable
data. A category can be assigned to any object in the partition (e.g., documents, Forms, and Process
Timelines). For more information about creating and using Meta Data, please refer to the Meta Data
topic in the Implementer's Guide, which covers the use of the Meta Data Administration section in detail.
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A button that links to the Meta Data Administration section can be added to any administrative work-
space via adding it from the Top Navigation Buttons tab of the Workspace's properties page.

Common Admin Actions
In addition to configuration activities one might perform in the IT Admin area of Process Director, there
are several additional tasks an administrator might need to perform. This section of the documentation
specifies the most common tasks that might need to be performed. You can navigate to each topic that
addresses these tasks using the Table of Contents displayed on the upper right section of this page, or
by using one of the links below:

Activity Checking: Ensuring that IIS Remains active, and that timer events are fired within a specified
time frame.

Backing up the System: Recommendations for creating full backups of a Process Director Installation.

Creating Custom Icons: Instructions for creating and using custom icons that are not installed as part of
Process Director.

Direct URL Access to Objects: Enabling users to access Process Director objects directly via their
dynamic URL, instead of using fixed navigation buttons or links (From the Implementer's Reference
Guide).

Folder Permissions: Setting and replicating user permissions on Content List folders.

Load Balancing: Implementing and configuring Load Balanced installations of Process Director.

Securing Process Director: Recommended security configuration for Process Director installations.

Storing Attachments: Recommendations and configuration for storing document attachments created
during processes.

Test Server Methodology: Recommendations for performing development, QA, and production
releases for applications.

Working with BP Logix Tech Support: General instructions for submitting technical support requests
to BP Logix.

Activity Check Page
Process Director runs as a virtual directory in IIS and processes all time-related events like due dates
when activity is present on the system (e.g. Users are actively working on the system). But, Process Dir-
ector doesn't have a constantly running timer service, it is only active when IIS is active and it is pro-
cessing web page requests. If there are no active users, IIS goes inactive and shuts down after 20
minutes of inactivity. We want to avoid that during business hours, but still leave some time for IIS to
restart on its own during a period of inactivity. So, we have provided an activity check page in the install-
ation folder, named activity_check.aspx.

The activity check page does a couple things. First, it keeps IIS active so it doesn't shut down and need
to restart during the business day. Second, it tells Process Director that timer process should NOT occur
under the context of a user, but only occur in the context of the activity_check.aspx page. If timer pro-
cessing occurs under the context of a user, they may see their session hang while the processing is
occurring, but setting the timer context to the activity check page will avoid this.
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We recommend setting the activity check page to run every 15 minutes for a duration of 15
hours. Setting the activity check timer to 15-minute intervals will prevent IIS from shutting
down every 20 minutes if the system has no active users, while ending the checks after 15
hours allows IIS to shut down the Application Pool at night, when the system isn't active.

To run the activity check page on a scheduled basis, you can set the following command in the Win-
dows Scheduler utility to be run according to the highlighted schedule above:

PATH\bputil.exe" SU "http://localhost/activity_check.aspx"

In this example, PATH is the installation directory for Process Director (e.g. c:\Program Files\BP
Logix\Process Director\).

There are a number of URL parameters that you can apply to the URL for the activity check page above
that will enable the activity check to check specific processes. Only one of these URL parameters can be
used at any time.

l WFID: A specific Workflow definition.
l WFINSTID: A specific Workflow instance.
l PRID: A specific Process Timeline definition.
l PRINSTID: A specific Process Timeline instance.

For instance, you can do an activity check on a Workflow definition by using the command

PATH\bputil.exe" SU "http://localhost/activity_check.aspx?WFID=XXXXXX"

The activity check page can't be run from a remote host. It can only be executed from the
local server where Process Director is installed, or run remotely when logged in as an admin-
istrator. Assuming that the remote host is a secure server, however, you can add the remote
server to the list of "local IPs" in the installation settings to cause Process Director to treat the
remote host as a local host.

When the activity check page runs, Process Director will determine which timer processing functions
need to occur. (There are a few things like GOALS that will be evaluated EVERY time the activity check
runs because they are low-impact.) You can control the timer functions by setting custom variables in
the vars.cs customization file. These timer functions are NOT controlled by the frequency that the activ-
ity_check.aspx page is scheduled.

There are several Custom Variables that control the amount of time to wait between different types of
timer processing. These Custom Variables, examples of their configuration, and other details, are
provided in the Activity Checking Custom Variables topic of the Developers Guide.

There are ways for force the timer processing to occur without being governed by the Custom Vari-
ables. Instead, you can pass special URL parameters on the activity_check.aspx URL query string. For
example, you can pass a Workflow definition ID (WFID) on the URL, which tells Process Director to pro-
cess all timers for all running Workflow instances under that definition. This should be used with care to
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prevent excessive resource utilization if used too often. The following URL Parameters are available to
run timers on specific objects:

l STINSTID
l ACTINSTID
l WFINSTID
l PRINSTID
l WFID
l PRID
l MLID

Timers can also be manually forced from the Troubleshooting page of the IT Admin area, by clicking the
Run Timers action link.

Process Director v4.52 and higher implements advanced timer checking to ensure that new
instances of a running timer can't be created until the current instance of the running timer has
completed.

Backing up the system
Process Director is a database-driven application, which means that the vast majority of the data you
need to backup is stored in a SQL Server or Oracle database. Backing up that data should already be
included as part of your normal database maintenance, when you back up the database server on a
recurring basis. In addition to the database data, however, Process Director is also customizable
through the use of the vars file and various resource files. Backing up the database doesn't include
those customizations.

In order to perform a full backup of a Process Director installation you must back up the following items:

1. The Process Director database from SQL Server/Oracle.
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2. All contents of the Program Files\BP Logix\Process Director\website\custom folder. This
folder contains the customization file, vars.cs.ascx, along with other user-created custom files,
such as any custom icons you've created.

3. The Program Files\BP Logix\Process Director\website\app_Data\bpProperties.xml
file.

4. Any localization or string files you have created. These localization string files will have a file
extension of "resx", and will be located in the Program Files\BP Logix\Process Dir-
ector\website\app_Data\ folder.

5. By default, Process Director stores document attachments in the database; however, you can
elect to have Process Director store document attachments in the file system, rather than in the
database. If you elect to store documents in the file system, you'll need to back up the folders that
you use to store document attachments.

Creating Custom Icons
Process Director comes with many standard icons you can use to customize the icons displayed for but-
tons, Content List objects, Timeline Activity results, etc. In addition, you can create your own custom
icons, as desired, to further customize the product's interface. Custom icons must meet the following cri-
teria to display properly in Process Director:

l The icon file must be a GIF image, and be sized precisely at 16x16 pixels. Alpha transparency for
these GIF images is supported.

l The icon file names must use sequential numbers. So if you have created three custom icons, the file
names must be "1.gif", "2.gif", and "3.gif". If the icons aren't sequentially numbered, any missing
numbers will display as broken images in the Process Director Interface. This means that if you
delete a custom icon, all of the icon file names must be renumbered if the numbering sequence is
broken by the deletion.

l The icon files must be uploaded into the \%Installation Directory%\custom\icons folder of
your Process Director installation (e.g., C:\Program Files\BP Logix\Process Dir-
ector\website\custom\icons).Only custom icon files should be placed in this directory.

Once the criteria above have been met, and the GIF images have been loaded into the custom images
folder, you must go to the Properties page of the Installation Settings section, and set the Number of
Custom Icons setting to equal the number of icons you have created. Every time you add or delete an
icon, this setting must be reset to the new number of existing icons. If you do not, then a new icon
added to the system won't be displayed at all, and a deleted icon will display as a broken image.

Once you have uploaded and properly configured the custom icon settings, your custom icons will be
displayed in the Icon Picker, In a Custom Icons section at the bottom of the Older Built-In Icons tab.

Direct URL Access to Objects
Most objects in Process Director have a unique URL that is specified in the Properties or Options tab of
the object's definition. Workspaces and Documents, however, each share a generic URL, and specific
Workspaces or documents are identified via a URL parameter, as described below.
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Workspaces
Hotlinks can be used to directly access a specific workspace on the system. To access a workspace dir-
ectly use the following syntax:

https://servername.com/home.aspx?profile=profile_name

Where "servername.com" is the host where Process Director is installed and "profile_name" is the name
of the workspace. A user must be a member of the workspace for the page to be displayed.

Documents
Hotlinks can be used to directly access and download documents on the system. You may access a
single document, or multiple documents. A number of URL parameters can be used to define how you'd
like to access the document(s).

OPTION DESCRIPTION

Did The Document ID of the document(s) you wish to download.

Path The Partition path to the document.

Zipname The name of the file to save as a zip file when downloading the
document(s).

Inline Setting this parameter to "Inline=1" will open the document in
the same window (if it is web viewable).

Viewable Setting this parameter to "Viewable=1" tells the system to open
the web viewable version of the document, and is only used
when Process Director is creating a web viewable rendition (e.g.
PDF).

Height The height in pixels to make the popup window to display the
document.

Width The width in pixels to make the popup window to display the
document.

Examples
Download Via URL (Multiple Documents)
https://servername.com/download.aspx?DL=DID1,DID2

Where "servername.com" is the host where Process Director is installed and "DL" is the document ID of
the document(s) you wish to download. In the example above, two documents would be downloaded
by specifying two Document IDs as URL parameters. The specified documents would be zipped and
downloaded in a single ZIP archive.

Open Via Path (Single Document)
https://servername.com/download.aspx?path=/Partition/Folder1/Folder2/document

Where "servername.com" is the host where Process Director is installed and "path" is the Partition path
to the document.
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Open Inline Option
You can optionally select to view the document inline in the browser, rather than downloading the doc-
ument, by using the "inline" URL Parameter. This option is useful for files such as images, that can be
viewed directly in the browser. For instance:

https://servername.com/download.aspx?path=/Partition/Folder1/Folder2/image.png &in-
line=1

In this example, the image.png file would be downloaded and displayed in the browser, rather than
downloaded to your local file system as a file.

This function is available to end users only through

l Administrators providing the URL to a user;
l Server-side scripting; or
l Client-side JavaScript to construct the URL with the appropriate document IDs, such as from a Know-

ledge View displayed on a form.

Folder Permissions
In the Content List, at the level of each folder, you may set permissions for that folder by

l Checking the checkbox next to the folder, then clicking on the Permissions link located at the top left
of the Content List.
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l Navigate to the folder, then click the properties icon when your inside the folder.

With either method, once the properties screen opens, you can navigate to the Permissions tab of the
object definition.

You can add, edit, or delete folder permissions from this screen. A fully-detailed explanation of per-
missions is documented in the Permissions topic of the Implementer's Reference.
Replicating Permissions to Child Objects
You have the ability to replicate all permissions of the parent folder to all of the child objects in the
folder. You have two options for doing so.

First, you can Replicate permissions to all child objects, which won't only overwrite the existing per-
missions on definition objects, it will also overwrite permissions on all of the form and process
instances—including those instances that are active and in-progress.  This may completely change the
ability of users to complete active process or Form instances, so you should exercise caution in using
this option in the production environment.

You also have the option, though, to replicate the permissions to child all child objects except for Form,
Workflow, and Process Timeline instances. This is probably the preferred option for replicating folder
permissions in the production environment where there are active processes running. Future process
and form instances will be created under the new permissions regime, but existing instances will still
run under the permissions regime that was valid when they were created.

Load Balancing, Standby, and Rendering Options
Customers can license load balancing, rendering servers, and hot standby systems as installation
options.

Process Director installations that use multiple servers can implement load balancing between
machines to ensure that processing is evenly distributed across all machines in the installation. This pre-
vents one machine from being overloaded with processing tasks while the other machines sit idle.
When configuring Process Director to run in a load balanced environment, see the settings below.
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Each load balanced system must be licensed separately, and you'll be given a unique license
key for each load balanced system that will be used on the register page.

The hot standby is a redundant method in which one system runs simultaneously with an identical
primary Process Director system. Both systems have identical data and either point to the same data-
base, or point to a replicated database. A hot standby is also known as hot spare. In the hot standby con-
figuration, the backup system typically only processes traffic when the primary system goes down. This
redirection of traffic to the backup server is controlled by the customer, who may use specialty devices
to detect the loss of the primary server and automatically redirect traffic to the hot standby. In a hot
standby configuration, ensure that any changes that are made to the configuration files on the local
server are made on all systems. This includes the following configuration that is referenced in the
backup procedures topic in this document.

The difference between a hot standby and a load balanced (LB) configuration is that a LB deployment
requires a load balancing device that sits in front of the Process Director web applications. This device is
responsible for sending traffic to one system or the other, based on each system's capabilities and con-
figuration. In a load balanced configuration. all the servers must be pointing to the same database
server. Replication shouldn't be used except to create a hot standby of the database.

Custom Var Settings #
Implementing load balancing requires that some specific settings be mirrored on all machines in the
installation. All Process Director servers that participate in the load balancing scheme should have the
following settings made in the PreSetSystemVars function in the Custom Vars file on each machine.

public override void PreSetSystemVars(BPLogix.WorkflowDirector.SDK.bp bp)
{
    // Record cache
    tbl.tblProjectInstance.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblProjActivityInst.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblProjActivityUserInst.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblProjActivityNotifyInst.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblWfInstance.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblWfStepInst.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblWfStepUserInst.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblWfStepNotifyInst.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblObject.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblDocument.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblDocumentOnly.StaticCache.Enabled = false;
    tbl.tblContent.StaticCache.Enabled = false;

// Read-only cache
    tbl.tblProjectInstance.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblProjActivityInst.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblProjActivityUserInst.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblProjActivityNotifyInst.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblWfInstance.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblWfStepInst.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblWfStepUserInst.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblWfStepNotifyInst.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblObject.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblDocument.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
    tbl.tblContent.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = true;
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    tbl.tblDocumentOnly.StaticCache.EnabledDirtyRead = false;
}

Installation Settings #
All Process Director servers that participate in the load balancing scheme should have the following set-
tings implemented on the Installation Settings page of the IT Admin area.

In the Load Balanced URLs field, enter the URL of each server that participates in the load balancing
scheme, separating each URL with commas.

Each URL should be the URL of another Process Director server in the load balancing scheme. The sys-
tem should be accessible behind the load balancing device, and each URL should be a direct connection
to the other server, without going through the load balancing device.

Ensure that the Web Service Enabled property is set to "true" on the Installation Settings page on both
systems. If Require Web Service Authentication is set to "true", you also need to add the IP addresses
of all Process Director servers in the load balancing scheme to the list of IP Addresses in the Web Ser-
vice Restrictions property of the primary Process Director installation.

For Process Director v5.44.700 and higher, the update to AES Encryption in the product requires an
extra step to generate the appropriate <machineKey> configuration setting in the web.config file for all
servers that participate in the load balancing scheme. Prior to this version, the value of the
<machineKey> element was hard-coded. With the use of AES encryption, this is no longer the case.

Thus, customers who utilize two or more servers with PD installed as part of a load balancing scheme
must generate validation and encryption keys and update the <machineKey> XML element in the web.-
config

files for all PD instances. This ensures each server uses the same keys, which enables data encrypted
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by one server to be decrypted by the other. So, for the first upgrade to v5.44.700 or higher, you'll need
to follow the procedure below to apply the proper keys to all machines in the load balancing scheme:

1. BP Logix will provide you with an application,MachineKeyGenerator.exe, that generates the
Machine Key value.

2. Run the application and choose a location to which to extract the files, the click the Extract but-
ton.

3. When prompted, enter the password “bplsupport”. Some anti-virus systems automatically reject
unprotected self-extracting ZIP/7-ZIP archives, so the password has been applied this file to help
prevent this automatic rejection.

4. Using the Command Window, navigate to the folder into which you extracted the files, then run
MachineKeyGenerator.exe.
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5. Copy the entire machineKey XML element that is circled above, i.e., everything within and includ-
ing the < and > characters.

6. Paste the value into each PD instance's web.config file to replace the existing <machineKey> ele-
ment .

Once you're done, the web.config file should look something like this:

Once all web.config files have been updated with the new <machineKey>, each machine in the load bal-
ancing scheme should be able to encrypt/decrypt any data from any of the machines in the load bal-
anced installation.

After this procedure has been performed for the first upgrade, on every subsequent upgrade:

l The <machineKey> element will need to be generated and re-added, or,
l You can save the value of the <machineKey> element before the upgrade and re-apply it after.

Either way, manual modification of all web.config files will be required.

Additional AES encryption configuration requirements for upgrading your system are discussed in the
Upgrading to a New Version section of the Installation Guide's Reinstall/Upgrades/Moving Hosts topic.

Load Balancing Devices #
On your load balancing device, you can configure the device to check the following URL to determine if
a particular server is unresponsive:

http://HOSTNAME/admin/test_aspx.aspx

In the example above, replace "HOSTNAME" with the name of the Process Director server you wish to
test. You should configure the load balancer to test this URL only during business hours, to allow the
server's Internet Information Server to restart the Application Pool at night, when server activity is
reduced.

Rendering Server #
One very specific type of load balancing that Process Director can provide is the use of a Rendering
Server. The Rendering Server maintains a full installation of Process Director, and is linked to the same
database at the production server. Unlike the production server, however, users can't log into the ren-
dering server or view a content list. Its sole purpose is to transfer some processor-intensive activities
away from the production Process Director server. You can use the Rendering server to perform the fol-
lowing activities:

l Advanced Reporting
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l Asynchronous processes. The call for asynchronous processing is made by Implementers when they
select the Asynchronous Operations property for Process Timeline activities of the Process, Script,
or Custom Task type.

Rendering Server Setup/Configuration
To set up the rendering server, install Process Director just as you'd on a production server, using the
same setup and database settings. When you apply the Rendering Server license key, the Process Dir-
ector installation is automatically converted to a Rendering Server.

To associate the Rendering Server with a Production server, open the Custom Variables file on the Ren-
dering Server, and set the BaseURLFromRenderingServer system variable to the URL of the production
server for which the rendering options will be processed.

Example

public override void SetSystemVars(BPLogix.WorkflowDirector.SDK.bp bp)
{
    bp.Vars.BaseURLFromRenderingServer = "http://productionserver.com";
}

Next, on the production server, set the ReportRemoteURL system variable to the base URL for the Ren-
dering Server.

Example

public override void SetSystemVars(BPLogix.WorkflowDirector.SDK.bp bp)
{
    bp.Vars.ReportRemoteURL = "http://renderingserver.com";
}

Once the appropriate variables have been set on each server, the rendering server will provide the pro-
cessing for rendering operations.

Securing Process Director
Like any system that is exposed publicly, whether it's to the Internet or to a corporate intranet, security
should be a primary administrative concern. There are a number of security practices that can be imple-
mented to protect a Process Director installation from unauthorized access. This especially important for
systems that may contain sensitive data such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or data that is
covered under HIPAA.

Process Director includes a number of features and settings that assist you with tightening security to
the product. To properly secure your Process Director installation, consider implementing the practices
below.

Cross Site Scripting Protection #
For users of Internet Explorer, Chrome, or Safari, Process Director v3.54 and higher implements cross-
site scripting protection by implementing the XSS filter in the HTTP header, with the setting:

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block
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When the browser detects a cross-scripting attempt, it will stop rendering the page completely, rather
than attempting to sanitize the attack and render the page.

The Firefox browser does not support cross-site scripting protection via the XSS filter.

Starting with Process Director v3.78, Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) protection is enabled by set-
ting the fEnableReferrerProtection custom variable. When set to "true," this variable enables Process
Director to screen for CSRF by ensuring that the HTTP Referrer header is valid.

HTTP Strict Transport Security #
For Process Director v4.54 and higher, HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) has been implemented to
protect against "man in the middle" attacks, like protocol downgrade or cookie hijacking attacks. The
HSTS setting is sent to the browser via an HTTPS response header field named "Strict-Transport-Secur-
ity", and specifies a time period during which the browser can only access the server via a secure trans-
port layer.

Properties Settings #
On the Properties page of the Installation Settings section of the IT Admin area, there are two properties
to which you should pay special attention.

Interface URL
Consider configuring your Process Director installation to use SSL. SSL encrypts all data moving
between the client and the server. To do so, you'll need to acquire an SSL certificate for the server, and
configure the certificate via IIS. Once you have properly configured SSL, you can set the Interface URL
setting to use the HTTPS URL for your Process Director installation, preventing anyone from capturing
clear-text data being sent in transit to or from your Process Director installation.

Local IP Addresses
The Local IP Addresses setting enables you to add a comma separated list of IP addresses that have per-
mission to access the IT Admin area of Process Director as if they were a local user. Ensure that this set-
ting only includes IP addresses from which you want to grant full administrative permissions without
authentication.

By default, this setting is empty, which only allows localhost users to access the IT admin area of the
product without authenticating (e.g. http://localhost/admin/). Adding additional IP addresses widens the
range of users who might be granted unrestricted administrative access, thus reducing security.

If Process Director is running behind a firewall, additional care should be taken setting this value. If you
add the IP address of the firewall, this effectively treats all access through the firewall as a local access.

Certain functions that would normally require system administrator privileges (for example: enabling
debug mode, editing users) are available for users logged in to the server directly and connecting to the
Process Director server using the “localhost” convention.

Web Service Enabled
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If you don't need to make any calls to Process Director's web services, this property should be set to its
default value of "False". The web service API calls can be used to enable administrative functionality, so
if the web services aren't needed, they should be turned off completely. If you do require web services
to run, then you should restrict access to the web services to only the IP addresses that requires access
to them by setting the Web Service Restrictions setting appropriately, as described below.

Web Service Restrictions
This property contains a comma-separated list of IP Addresses, and will restrict access to web services
to only the IP Addresses entered. Leaving this field blank will allow universal access to web services
with authentication.

Ensure that you are restricting web service calls only to IP addresses to which you want to give full
administrative permission. Again, web service API calls can enable administrative functionality, so
access should be restricted to only those trusted servers. To lock the system down more securely than
the default, set this value to 127.0.0.1, which will allow only local access to the Web Services API,
which is useful if you have no other server applications that use Web Services.

Custom Variable Settings #
When using Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Edition, Process Dir-
ector will keep an external audit trail of all activity. There are configuration options that should under-
stand so that the settings you are using are implemented by design, rather than simply using the
product defaults.

These values are configured in the /custom/vars.cs.asmx file in the PreSetSystemVars () function.
Detailed information on how to set custom variables, with the appropriate syntax, are available in the
Developer's Guide.

Auditing Variables

fAuditLogFileOnly
This variable determines whether Process Director will write audit log information only to the text log
files. The variable defaults to "True", meaning that it won't write any audit logging information to the
Process Director database. Setting this variable to "False" will cause the audit data to be written to the
Process Director database, in addition to the log files.

Documentation: fAuditLogFileOnly

nArchiveLogDays
This variable sets the number of days to keep the zipped audit log files. The default value is 30 days. Log
files are stored in the /website/App_Data/logs_archive/ folder. Any log files older than the number of
days specified by this setting will be deleted.

Documentation: nArchiveLogDays

nAuditLogDays
This is the number of days to keep the audit log data in the Process Director database. The default value
is 30 days. Any audit data older than the specified value will be removed from the database.
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Documentation: nAuditLogDays

fAuditFormAPICalls
This variable determines whether Process Director will write an audit log for changes made by APIs.
The default value is "True", which means that Process Director will log an audit record of API calls res-
ulting in a change to form data. While we generally recommend that this value remain set to the default
value of "True", please note that this setting can have an effect on server performance for applications
rapidly performing large numbers of API-based form field changes.

Documentation: fAuditFormAPICalls

fAuditFormViews
This variable determines whether Process Director will write an audit log for all form views. This can res-
ult in a tremendous amount of audit logging when the value is set to "True". The default for this variable
is "False".

Documentation: fAuditFormViews

User Authentication Variables
If you are using built-in user authentication with Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the
Compliance Edition, BP Logix recommends that you use the password enforcement options. This will
require that any user passwords conform to the enforcement options.

PwdStrength
This variable controls password complexity. It should be configured to use at least Pass-
wordStrength.Medium. The default value for this variable is PasswordStrength.None. See the topic for
the PwdStrenth custom variable for more information.

Testing Variables

fTestMode
This variable sets the Process Director installation to Test Mode when set to "True", and will allow a
user to login as any other user without a password. The default value for this variable is "False". Ensure
that this custom variable is always set to "False" in your production system. The variable should also be
set to "False" on your development and test systems, except for those times when it is explicitly needed,
after which, it should be set back to "False".

Documentation: fTestMode

User Settings #
Users can be given administrative privileges in the User Administration section of the IT Admin area.
There are some privileges that are very sensitive, and so should be used very sparingly, and only with an
understanding of the capabilities these settings will give the user. Also, remember that these privileges
can be given indirectly by granting them to a group to which the user is also a member.

On production systems, the best practice is to give no administrative rights to any “normal” user.
Instead, build in a privileged user identity for each administrator, to which they should explicitly log in for
the purpose of executing administrative tasks, and for no other reason.
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System Administrator
This permissions setting gives the user access to the functions in the IT Admin area. With this privilege,
a user can give any user any type of permission. Essentially, this permissions setting gives full control of
the Process Director installation to the user, or any other user they choose to designate.

System Partition Admin
This permissions setting gives the user full permission to every object in the Content List of the partition
for which administrator access is granted. All other permissions settings in the Content List of the spe-
cified partition are ignored for this user.

User Impersonation Ability
This permissions setting allows a user to impersonate any other user and take on their complete identity
and privileges. Administrators should be extremely careful about who is granted user impersonation per-
mission, though Process Director v5.13 and higher prevents non-administrators from assuming any
administrative permissions via impersonation.

User Permissions Page #
Administrators of Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Edition will notice
an additional User Perms page in the User Administration section of the IT Admin area.

The User Perms page enables you to find users and view a report of permissions that are applicable to
that user.

The top section of the user permissions screen provides a number of search fields that you can fill out to
filter the users returned by the permissions search. The filter criteria will accept all or part of a User ID or
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User Name, or the GUID of an external user. Once you have entered the filter criteria you desire, click the
Search button to see a list of all the users that match your filter criteria, as well as the permissions gran-
ted to the users.

The User Perms page is very useful for manually auditing the permissions granted to any user.

Built-In User Authentication Options #
When using Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Edition, there are sev-
eral callout points in the /custom/vars.cs.asmx file that allow you to control access to the system, pass-
word changes, etc.

More detail on these functions can be found in the Developer's Guide.

CanLogin()
This function is called when a user attempts to login, and can be used to reject a login, to redirect the
user to another page, or to limit certain users to specific IP addresses.

LoginComplete()
This function is called when the login is successful.

ForgotPassword()
This function is called when the user clicks on the “I forgot my password” link on the login page. This is
only for built-in users.

ValidatePassword()
This function is called when a user attempts to set or change their password, allowing for custom com-
plexity requirements.

Audit Log Monitoring #
When using Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Edition, and when stor-
ing audit logs in the database, you can search for various events. In the Troubleshooting section of the IT
Admin area, there is an Audit Logs page containing a search function that allows you to find specific
audit log types. BP Logix recommends that you periodically check audit logs for certain privilege
changes to ensure that these privileges are the ones expected on the production system.

l AdminPageAccess
l PermissionAdded
l PermissionRemoved
l PermissionUpdated
l PermissionReplicated
l UpdateUser
l AdminPageAccess
l ImpersonateOn

Content List Permissions #
When setting up permissions in the Content List on a production system you want to grant only the min-
imum permissions required. For instance, users don't need to be explicitly given View or Modify
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permission to form instances to participate in a process task. The system will automatically grant them
the appropriate level of permission on the form instance to complete a task that is assigned to them.
When the user completes the task, the configured permissions are then used for that form instance.

Permissions shouldn't generally be configured on individual objects in the Content List, except in special
cases that require that level of granularity. Normally, permissions should only be configured at the folder
level. Preparation and thought is necessary during the initial implementation to ensure that you struc-
ture the objects across folders based on object types and how permissions will be established.

For example, don't create a folder that contains all Knowledge Views and Reports and then configure
the permissions on each individual object to identify who is able to run it.  Instead create multiple folders
and group the objects by the type of access required. For instance, you might create an “Admin Know-
ledge Views” folder that only administrators can access, and a “Knowledge Views” folder than can be
accessed by other end users. Segregating the access by folder will assist in the deployment of new
objects from a non-production system to your production system, because:

1. Imported objects inherit the permission of the parent folder into which objects are being impor-
ted, and

2. Permissions aren't carried across in the XML export.

Your production system shouldn't grant delete permission to any users. Instead, have a limited set of par-
tition administrator users, as partition administrators can perform functions in the Content List regard-
less of its configured permissions. Users should only login with these partition administrator user IDs
when performing specific administrative functions, like deleting objects or importing XML files from a
non-production system.

Data Encryption #
When using Cloud installations or on-Premise installations with the Compliance Edition, you have the
option to encrypt fields using the Form Field Properties settings of a control, which is located in the
Form Controls tab of every Form definition. Simply select the Encrypt check box.
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Checking the Encrypted Field check box will cause Process Director to save the field value in an encryp-
ted format in the database. You may wish to consider this for fields that contain passwords, PII, HIPAA,
or other sensitive data. Keep in mind, however, that you may not be able to search for data stored in
encrypted form.

Storing Attachments
You have two choices when it comes to storing documents, such as file attachments, in Process Dir-
ector: internal database or file system storage.

The default method of document storage is to store the documents in the Process Director internal data-
base, in a binary field. For most users, this is the recommended option, for a number of reasons.

l Backing up the Process Director database automatically backs up the stored documents, so the num-
ber of required backups is reduced.

l Outside users can't inadvertently access the documents outside of Process Director to alter, move,
or delete them.

l Performance, in most cases, will be superior, because there is no need to access files on separate net-
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work locations, and drag them across the network.
l Document administration can be performed from a single location.

For some users, however, there are use cases where storing documents in a separate file system makes
more sense, such as:

l You store very large files, such as high-definition video files. It is more efficient to store these files on
a File System, rather than to transform them to binary database storage and back, which imposes
performance delays that file system storage doesn't.

l You have a need for the files to be accessed from outside of Process Director.
l You have a large number, i.e., in the hundreds of thousands, of documents, which greatly increases

the time needed for a database backup.

Obviously, when documents are stored on a separate file system, you must perform two backups, one
of the database, and one of the file system. And, of course, it may be possible for malicious users to get
into the file system and alter or delete the documents, so extra security considerations apply. There are
configuration options in the administrative settings that allow you to control the size of documents that
should be stored on the file system. This is useful if you only want to store very large documents
external to the database but maintain the advantages of using the database storage for all other doc-
uments. However, it is recommended to decide on one approach or the other, and if storing files on the
file system, set the size to 0 so that all documents binaries are stored as files.

Ultimately, the decision whether to store documents in process Director or a file system depends on
your use case, the size and number of documents you expect to store, your network bandwidth, and the
backup requirements that will be imposed under each alternative. This is decision best made in con-
sultation with your internal IT professionals.

Whichever choice you make, Process Director will handle the stored documents in a way that is trans-
parent to your users.

There is a built-in Process Director function that enables documents to be moved according to the cur-
rent configuration of the system. You have to go into “debug mode” in the client browser and navigate
to the IT Admin area's Troubleshooting section. There will be a link that will move documents back/forth
from the file system to the database. This can take quite some time, and if canceled in the middle, it can
be restarted and it will continue safely where is left off.

Some internal documents will always be stored in the database regardless of the installation settings,
for example, form definitions.

Test Server Methodology
Process Director can be installed on a development or test/staging server to create and test applications
without affecting your production environment. Applications can be exported from a test server and
imported to the production server. See the Importing/Exporting Content topic in the Implementer's
Reference.

The safest option is to create a new, blank database for your test installation. You'll, once the test server
is set up properly, have to manually export all of your existing object definitions from the Production
server to the Test server.
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When you want to set up a Test server, follow these steps:

1. Create a new, blank Test database
a. Create a blank database on SQL Server to host your test installation.

2. Ensure that the database settings for Process Director are using the connection string for the test
database and not the production database.

3. Run the test server diagnostics using the online Administrative functions under Troubleshooting.
4. Enter the test license key and token again on the test server in the online Administrative section

under the Installation > Licensing.
5. Navigate to the installation tab in the Administration section and ensure the Interface URL in the

Installation Settings is pointing to the test server (if any values were configured).
6. Turn off email notifications on the test server using the Administrative section and changing the

Email Notification option in the Installation tab.
This setting is important because emails sent to users from the test system may be confusing.
The other option is to replace all email addresses in the database with another email address for
testing. This can be done by setting the TestUserEmails custom variable in the installation's
vars.cs.ascx file. This variable allows you to route all process emails (task list emails, notifications,
etc) to a single user. Use this setting with caution. It should only be used on non-production sys-
tems to test processes and Forms.

7. To test the system by logging in as different users, turn off security for all users on the TEST sys-
tem at the database layer, and set the fTestMode variable to "true" in the vars.cs file. In this
mode, Windows Integrated authentication is disabled. This mode allows anyone to log into the
server without a password. Use this setting with caution. It should only be used on non-pro-
duction systems to test processes and Forms.

8. You can now export Content List items from the Production server, and import them into the Test
server.

For test servers, if you enable users to recover passwords, you should be aware that, when using the
TestUserEmails custom variable, password reset emails will not be sent to the configured Test User
Email address. Exempting the Test User Email address is done for security purposes, because anyone
with access to the test email account would gain the ability to access the account of any user that sub-
mits a "Forgot password" request. Password reset emails are, instead, sent directly to the requesting
user.

Custom Variables Code Sample

public override void SetSystemVars(BPLogix.WorkflowDirector.SDK.bp bp)
{
    bp.Vars.fTestMode = true;
    bp.Vars.TestUserEmails = User.GetUserByUserID(bp, "my_test_id");
}

After the above steps are completed, you can modify existing Processes on the test system and export
them. The exported Processes can be then imported into the production server.
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Using Production Data
When you are ready, you have an additional option to use production data on your Test server by import-
ing your existing Production database into the Test database. This will provide an exact mirror of your
Production installation, however, it may expose sensitive data to users in the test environment.

Exercise extreme caution when selecting this option, to avoid a breach of sensitive data.

To reproduce your production data on the Test database:

1. Backup the database on the test server and save Process Director license key and token.
2. Turn off email notifications on the test server by setting the TestUserEmails flag in the install-

ation's vars.cs.ascx file. This variable allows you to route all process emails (task list emails, noti-
fications, etc) to a single user. Do this prior to copying over the Production database to ensure
that users don't receive a plethora of notifications from the Test database when the import is com-
plete.

3. Copy the Process Director production database to the test server. This WILL overwrite your exist-
ing test database, if applicable. All of your existing process director objects in the Production data-
base will be available in the Test database.

4. If you are storing documents on a Windows file system instead of the Process Director database,
ensure you make a copy of that file system to the appropriate location for the new system.

5. Copy any other Custom variables you are using in the Production installation's custom vars file to
the Test server's custom vars file. Do NOT copy the vars file itself, just the text of the vars settings
from the Production vars file to the Test vars file.

6. Copy any other customized process scripts or other file-based customizations from these pro-
duction directories to the test server:
\Program Files\BP Logix\Process Director\website\custom\*.*

7. Re-enter your license key information on the Test Server.

You may wish to re-import the production data on a recurring basis, like once a year, or once every six
months, so that changes to existing Processes can be tested based on a recent copy of the Production
environment.

Working with BP Logix Technical Support
BP Logix maintains a technical support system that operates primarily through the BP Logix support
site. All technical support tickets should be submitted through the support web site.

There are a some best practices to keep in mind when submitting a support ticket. These practices will
make it easier for our support specialists to help you, and reduce the amount of time it takes to resolve
your issue.

l Process Director is updated on a regular basis, with both formal releases, and patch updates. These
patches may contain resolutions to the issue you are experiencing, and updating the product will
eliminate the issue. If you are on an older version of Process Director, then first upgrade to the most
recent version, which is available on the Downloads page of the BP Logix support site, and see if the
upgrade fixes the issue you're experiencing. In general, you should always be using the most recent
version of the product.
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l When describing your issue, please remember that our support specialists don't know how your pro-
ject is configured, the nature of your processes, or what you are trying to accomplish. The only thing
they know is what you tell them in the Description field, so please provide them with adequate
information to understand the issue. Doing so will help minimize the amount of back and forth it will
take for the support specialist to understand your issue.

l Be sure to attach any relevant screen shots or, if the issue generates a Process Director error, attach
your log files to the ticket, as described in the Logs topic.

l It is extremely helpful if you can create a small sample project that replicates your issue, export it
from Process Director, and attach the exported XML file to the ticket. There is a good chance that the
support specialist will ask you for such a project, so attaching it when you first submit the ticket will
eliminate that round of troubleshooting conversation. Also, if you can't replicate the issue in a small
project, then it may not be a Process Director issue, but rather an issue of improperly configuring the
project where you are experiencing the problem.

l While we do wish to help you, please remember that the tech support ticket is for actual errors or
other problems with Process Director itself. It isn't designed for use as a means of learning how to
perform a configuration task. We are happy to schedule a Direct Assistance session with you to
provide you with instruction in how to use a particular feature or perform a complex configuration,
but please reserve support tickets for actual issues with the product. Also, if you don't know how to
perform a particular task, remember that we have fairly extensive documentation on how to admin-
ister Process Director and implement projects, so there's an excellent chance that your answer can
be found there.

Registering at the Support Site
For most customers, two Support users are allowed to register at the support web site. You must con-
tact your sales representative to submit names to be added to the list of Support Site users. Once
BP Logix registers your user account, you'll be able to fully access the support site.

Submitting a Support Ticket
From the home page of the support site, you can create a new ticket by clicking the Submit Support
Ticket button to open the Submit a Support Request form.
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This button won't display unless you are logged into the Support Site.

The Submit a Support Request form contains the following fields to fill out:

Subject: A brief title to describe the nature of the issue.

Description: Please provide as detailed a description of the issue as possible.

Selected Severity: A dropdown control containing various severity levels, based on the issue's impact
on your production environment. Please don't overstate the severity of the issue.

Vaccine Tracker Issue: A check box to indicate this is an issue with the pre-built Vaccine Tracker applic-
ation.

Process Director Version: A dropdown from which you can select the version of Process Director
you're running.

Attachments: This is a good place for you to provide additional information, such as screen shots, log
files, etc.

Once you've filled out the support ticket, click the Submit button to submit it. Submitting the ticket
instantly sends it to the support queue, making it visible to all of the support specialists.

Miscellaneous Administration Notes

SQL Server Issues #
Replication
SQL Server's running replication may fail if Process Director is upgraded in a way that alters the data-
base schema. This is because an ALTER query can't be performed on the database if replication is
enabled. If the upgrade fails, you may see a SqlException error with the following message: “You can
only specify the READPAST lock in the READ COMMITTED or REPEATABLE READ isolation levels”.

If the upgrade fails, perform the following procedure:
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1. Set the nDBTransIsolationLevel variable in your vars file to IsolationLevel.RepeatableRead.
2. Then, click on the Verify Process Director Database Schema button in the IT Admin settings.
3. After the database schema has been verified, remove the nDBTransIsolationLevel variable from

your custom vars file, and add to the top of the vars file the following line: <%@ Import
Namespace=”System.Data” %>

Full-Text Search
Process Director supports Full Text Searching (FTS) of documents. It utilizes the FTS Indexing in SQL
Server. The Full-Text engine must be installed, enabled and configured in SQL Server.

These steps will create a Full-Text Index in SQL Server and start the population of the index. The pop-
ulation needs to be run to index new documents added to the system. This can be configured to run
automatically (e.g. through the scheduler), or can be configured to update the index every time a doc-
ument is added/removed from the server. To perform a manual population, under the Process Director
database entry, click on the [Storage] Full-Text Catalogs entry and right click on the BPLogixFTS cata-
log in the right side pane, and choose the menu item Start Incremental Population. On SQL Server 2008
set the Population Schedule for the new FTS index.

1. Open the SQL Server Management Studio.
2. Expand the Process Director database and right click on the tblObject table. Select the "Full-Text

Index Table -> Define Full-Text Index" menu entries.
3. Using the Full-Text Indexing Wizard, select the default Unique Index by pressing the Next but-

ton.
4. Set Columns and Document Types: Under the Available columns item, select the checkbox next

to bObjectData. Under the column named “Document type column” set the value to sFileType for
the bObjectData row just selected. Press Next to continue.

5. Enter the appropriate change tracking. Press Next to continue.
6. Enter a catalog name (e.g. BPLogixFTS). Press Next until the wizard completes.
7. Create an optional population schedule. Press Next to continue.
8. Set IFilters: IFilters are needed to index the various document/file types. If Microsoft Office is

installed on the server where Process Director is installed, an IFilter is automatically included for
Office documents allowing them to be indexed. PDF documents require the Adobe Acrobat IFilter
(e.g. Adobe PDF IFilter 11) to be installed. The 64-bit version of the IFilter can be downloaded
from the Adobe web site. (Adobe currently bundles a 32-bit PDF IFilter with Adobe Acrobat® 11
as well as the free Adobe Reader® 11 software.) The Acrobat IFilter must be installed prior to cre-
ating the index. If the index already exists, delete it, install the Adobe IFilter and recreate the
index. Additionally, the Adobe IFilter requires that the "bin" folder be added to the PATH envir-
onmental variable. For more information on the Acrobat IFilter and SQL Server see the relevant
documentation from Adobe.

Windows and SQL Server will natively support .DOC, .XLS and .PPT file types, however to support
.DOCX, .XLSX, and .PPTX files, you'll need to install the Office Filter pack

Refer to the vendor of the document/file format for information on IFilters, or use third party IFilter
products for common file types such as ZIP, JPG and TIFF.
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Refer to the SQL Server documentation for scheduling options and detailed configuration and tuning
information for the full-text engine.

You should be aware, however, that FTS isn't a panacea for all text search issues. The way FTS is con-
figured by default may result in unexpected search results if you aren't aware of the default con-
figuration. For example, when using FTS on SQL Server there is a default list of “Stop Words” that
Microsoft identifies as items that are not significant when doing FTS indexing. So, by default, if you are
searching for something like “Activity 1” using FTS, SQL Server will not find it using the following syn-
tax:

SELECT tblObject.oDID FROM tblObject WHERE CONTAINS(bObjectData, N'"%Activity 1%*"')

But if you were searching for “Activity 1A”, thatwouldwork using the same syntax:

SELECT tblObject.oDID FROM tblObject WHERE CONTAINS(bObjectData, N'"%Activity 1A%*"')

Why? Because the indexing lists the trailing number (1) in the first example in the ‘system’ Stop Word
list, and so does not include the trailing number as part of the search criterion in the first example.

To see what Stop Word list is used by tblObject, issue this SQL command:

SELECT
    ft_c.name AS [Catalog],
    s.name AS [Schema],
    o.name AS [Table],

[StopList] =
    CASE
        WHEN ft_i.stoplist_id IS NULL THEN 'None'
        ELSE ISNULL(ft_sl.NAME, 'System')
    END
FROM
    sys.fulltext_indexes AS ft_i LEFT OUTER JOIN
    sys.fulltext_stoplists AS ft_sl ON ft_sl.stoplist_id = ft_i.stoplist_id INNER
JOIN
    sys.fulltext_catalogs AS ft_c ON ft_c.fulltext_catalog_id = ft_i.fulltext_
catalog_id INNER JOIN
    sys.objects AS o ON o.object_id = ft_i.object_id INNER JOIN
    sys.schemas AS s ON s.schema_id = o.schema_id

To see the list of all stop words for English:

SELECT * FROM sys.fulltext_system_stopwords WHERE language_id = 1033;

To turn off the use of stop words in SQL Server for tblObject:

ALTER FULLTEXT INDEX ON tblObject SET STOPLIST = OFF

To use "system" stop words in SQL Server for tblObject:

ALTER FULLTEXT INDEX ON tblObject SET STOPLIST = SYSTEM

SQL Queries Run Slowly After Upgrading to SQL Server 2014
In SQL Server 2014, Microsoft changed how SQL commands are evaluated. If, while running SQL
Server 2008/2012, you created a SQL view that contains array fields for a form definition, this query will
run more slowly if you subsequently upgrade your database to SQL Server 2014. This is only an issue
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on SQL Server 2014 with views that map columns in an array. Views that map array fields will need to
be dropped and recreated after the upgrade to SQL 2014. When you recreate the view from the form
definition, it will append a new "trace flags" option that will tell SQL Server 2014 to use the older logic
from SQL Server 2008/2012, and eliminate the performance deficiency.

SQL Server Escape Bug
A bug in SQL Server can cause a performance problem with Knowledge Views searching for form data
using "contains". To work around this, the product will now match any special wildcard characters in
your search filter with any character. You can re-enable the exact matching using special characters by
setting the fEnableSQLEscape Custom Variable that we created to help mitigate this SQL Server bug to
'true". The new variable exists to enable the ESCAPE, but ensure your SQL Server version is patched
at the appropriate level. The variable can be enabled in the Custom Vars file in the PresetSystemVars()
function.

See the MS KB article: https://support.microsoft.com/en- us/kb/2698639 for more information. It is
important to note that the bug effects more than the SQL Server versions listed in the KB article (e.g.
SQL Server 2014 is also effected).

Rebuilding Database Indexes
You should, as part of your regular SQL Server maintenance, have a maintenance plan for rebuilding
database indexes and statistics on a recurring basis. We recommend doing this weekly. For the
“Rebuild Index Task” in SQL Server we recommend that the check box labeled “Keep index online while
reindexing” is NOT checked.
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IIS Issues
SMTP with IIS/Exchange Server
On Windows 2003, the SMTP email notification can use the IIS SMTP server or Microsoft Exchange
Server. If you are running Microsoft Exchange Server on Process Director host, this will be used as the
SMTP host instead of the IIS SMTP Server. Microsoft Knowledge Base articles Q238956 and Q228465
have additional information regarding the configuration and troubleshooting.

To use Exchange Server you still have to install IIS SMTP. After it is installed change the "Pickup" para-
meter: This IIS command will display the current "Pickup" directory:

%WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\adminsamples\ADSUTIL set SMTPsvc/1/PickupDirectory

Use the following command to change the "Pickup" directory to Exchange Server:

%WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\adminsamples\ADSUTIL set SMTPsvc/1/PickupDirectory X:\ex-
chsrvr\imcdata\Pickup
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where X: is the drive where Exchange Server is installed. To revert back to the original IIS SMTP con-
figuration run the "set" command again with the directory value displayed on the first command (e.g.
c:\inetpub\mailroot\pickup).

On Windows 2003, "Smart Host" on the IIS SMTP Server allows the SMTP server to point to another
mail server to forward its emails.

Improving IIS Performance
Occasionally, you may notice that Internet Information Service (IIS) loads Process Director pages very
slowly. Normally when IIS starts an Application Pool, it checks the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) for
managed assemblies that have an Authenticode signature to confirm that the signature is valid. Per-
forming the CRL check requires the .NET framework to connect to the Internet to access the CRL. This
can cause long delays in loading .NET applications in IIS.

Edit the Config file for ASP.NET to prevent IIS from checking the Certificate revocation List. . Turning the
CRL check option off means that if a signed .NET application has it certificate revoked it will still load.
This is usually fine, however, because a) you should already be properly managing the applications that
are on your server, and b) anyone who has an access level that allows them to put a revoked application
on your server already has enough access to perform far more malicious acts.

Open the config file for ASP.NET, which should be located in the root folder of the framework version
you are using. For example, if you are running the .NET Framework v2.0, in the 64-bit environment, the
config file should be found at:

C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727\aspnet.config

Edit the Config file to stop the CRL check by adding this tag to the <runtime> section of the config file:

<generatePublisherEvidence enabled="false"/>

Browser Issues #
Underscore Bug
Some versions of Internet Explorer don't support domain names or server names with an underscore in
the URL. While general browsing in IE still works, all session and browser cookies are ignored. With
cookies ignored, login to Process Director using internal user names doesn't work. The product checks
for underscores in the domain name to detect this problem. This is, however, a bug in Microsoft IE, not
Process Director. Using Chrome, Firefox, or Safari will allow users to log in properly.

Integrated Browser Security Issues
There is a known IE problem that happens when some ASP pages in IIS are running “Integrated
Browser Security” (NTLM) and other pages aren't (the other pages are just using normal anonymous
user access). There are bugs in the browser that can cause posted form data to be stripped. In some
cases it appears whenever the client cache is cleared (which can happen automatically on occasion,
with things like virus scanners). The Microsoft Knowledge base contains an article discussing the prob-
lem. There are two ways to work around this problem.
Option 1
Use Regedt32 on the client machine and go to this branch:
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet

On the Edit menu, Add Value name DisableNTLMPreAuth as a type REG_DWORD and set the data
value to 1 (true).
Option 2
Configure all pages in your virtual directory to use “Integrated Browser Security”. This means that the
logged in users won't be running as the “anonymous” user id (IUSR_hostname), but instead the web
pages will be run under the context of the authenticated user.

"Internet Explorer can't display the webpage" error
A user sees the error “Internet Explorer can't display the webpage” on long running web page requests.
Either remove the following registry key or set it to decimal 60000 on the CLIENT PC:

HKEY_ CURRENT_ USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Set-
tings\ReceiveTimeout

This may need to be repeated as certain applications may reset this to a 10000 (10 seconds). If this
doesn’t work, you may want to try connecting to other, smaller pages and test your internet connection.

Microsoft Edge/Windows 10
A bug in Windows 10 and Microsoft Edge causes new windows to open behind parent windows, rather
than on top of them. As a workaround, for Process Director v4.5, we have added the following line to
the Custom Variables file:

bp.Vars.nFormOpenProps = FormOpenProps.UseFullScreen;

This will force JavaScript to open the new window in a maximized fashion, therefore pushing the new
window to the top of the other windows.

This should be an acceptable temporary workaround until Microsoft corrects the bug.

Virus Scanners #
Some virus scanners that are configured to scan in real-time can cause delays on the system. This tends
to happen when they are monitoring the Process Director logs directory. Process Director will write
audit logs and internal logs to the log files on disk. For example if you are using Microsoft Security Essen-
tials you may see the CPU being used by “msmpeng.exe” when running Process Director forms and Pro-
cess Timelines. If you are seeing this problem, exclude the following folder from the real-time scanning:

\Program Files\BP Logix\Process Director\website\App_Data\

This is the folder that contains the log files that are being written to when the system is being used.

TIFF Files #
TIFF file formats aren't natively supported in most browsers. To display a TIFF file in a browser or
embedded on a Form you must install a TIFF ActiveX viewer (e.g. www.alternatiff.com, QuickTime, etc.).
These viewers are provided by and supported by their respective companies. Once a TIFF viewer is
installed on all users PC's, you can configure Process Director to display the TIFF files inline, instead of
as a popup window in another application. This is done by adding the following lines to Process Director
configuration file named vars.cs.ascx. Add to the PreSetSystemVars() function in vars.cs.ascx
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bp.Vars.EmbedDocumentTypes.Add("tiff");
bp.Vars.EmbedDocumentTypes.Add("tif");

The vars.asp configuration file is located in the c:\Program Files\BP Logix\Process Dir-
ector\website\custom\ directory.

DDE and Excel #
If you are unable to open Excel documents from Process Director or, upon trying to open an Excel doc-
ument, ensure that DDE is enabled in Microsoft Excel. See Microsoft's documentation on this error for
more information and instructions on how to enable DDE.

You should also verify that Process Director is listed as a trusted site on Internet Explorer.

Document Downloading Issues #
Process Director can store any file type. These files and documents can be viewed in the browser or
downloaded to your PC. Windows Server, however, won't allow unregistered file types to be down-
loaded. The browser may display the following message:

HTTP Error 404 - File or directory not found.

For information on how to configure new file types in Windows IIS, refer to the Microsoft Knowledge
Base article on this issue.

Installation with Multiple IP addresses #
Using two NIC’s (IP addresses) that can connect to the product presents configuration choices. The
ideal configuration is to have a single DNS name that all users can access. This problem can occur when
trying to have different IP’s for the intranet and Internet access.

Here are some of the configuration options to connect to the product from multiple interfaces:

Option 1
If multiple interfaces exist and users can only access the server using one of them, you'll have to remove
the “Interface URL” configuration from the installation settings. Additionally you'll have to modify all
email templates to display two URL’s, one for accessing the system externally and the other for access-
ing the system internally.

Option 2
Use proxy DNS technique that uses the same name that point to different IP’s depending on where the
user is located (e.g. internal users resolve the name to the internal IP, and external users resolve the
name to the Internet address).

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) #
Process Director's internal timekeeping is always conducted in UTC, including all process timekeeping,
start/end dates/times, etc. As such, Process Director doesn't store local times. Process Director will gen-
erally convert the UTC time to your local time automatically when the dates/times are displayed, but the
actual saved dates are in UTC time (Greenwich Mean Time).
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Resource Strings #
Inside the Process Director interface, most control labels are generated by Resource Strings that are loc-
ated in the Resources.resx file that is located in the %InstalDir%\website \App_GlobalResources folder.
Occasionally, after a Windows Update reboot, this file will, for reasons still unknown, be deleted. If this
occurs, you'll see an error message similar to the following:

Error processing source URL: http://xyz.bplogix.net/admin/admin.aspx

Source: System.Web

Message: The resource object with key '___somestring___' was not found
The other error you'll occasionally see is an exception accessing a function toString(), which is the sys-
tem trying to retrieve a string resource from the Resources.resx file that can't be found.

To recover from these errors, just reinstall Process Director to restore the Resources.resx file.

Simultaneous Windows and LDAP Authentication #
You can configure a Process Director installation to have both Windows and LDAP authentication
enabled at the same time. To enable this, you have to enable Windows and LDAP authentication, but
disable Integrated Windows authentication and disable the function that automatically adds users after
they initially authenticate through Windows or LDAP. To configure the system in this way, the following
flags must be set in the PreSetSystemVars() method of the custom variable file.

bp.Vars.fAuthTryAllAuthTypes = true;
bp.Vars.fAuthWindowsIntegrated = false;
bp.Vars.fAuthWindowsAutoAdd = false;
bp.Vars.fAuthLDAPAutoAdd = false;

Force TLS 1.2 on outgoing HTTP connections #
For Process Director v5.34 and higher, the default the SSL cipher used for outgoing web requests will
use TLS 1.2 instead of 1.0 or 1.1, which have been deprecated for security reasons. This can be
changed back by setting this in the vars:

System.Net.ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = System.Net.SecurityProtocolType.Ssl3|Sys-
tem.Net.SecurityProtocolType.Tls;

AES Encryption for Process Director v5.44.700 and Higher #
Process Director v5.44.700 and higher implements AES encryption. This encryption change provides
higher security, but it does affect the migration process the first time--and ONLY the first time--you
install v5.44.700 or higher from v5.44.600 or lower (except for load-balanced installations). Upgrading
from v5.44.700 to any higher version will require no special action for most customers.

Please refer to the Upgrading to a Newer Version section of the Reinstall/Upgrades/Moving Hosts topic
of the Installation guide, which covers the upgrade process for most customers.
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Customers who manage a load-balanced installation are subject to some additional considerations,
which are documented in the Installation Settings section of the Load Balancing, Standby, and Ren-
dering Options topic of the System Administration Guide.

On-premise customers who decide NOT to upgrade to v5.44.700, should also make a specific change
to their installation. BP Logix recommends that you manually edit your installation's web.config file to
direct Internet Information Server to provide an auto-generated cryptographic key that will be unique to
your installation.

To do so, you should edit the machineKey configuration setting in the system.web section of the web.-
config file so that it looks like the example highlighted in red below.

<configuration>
// Some other configuration settings may appear here

    <system.web>
<machineKey

            validationKey="AutoGenerate,IsolateApps" validation="HMACSHA512"
            decryptionKey="AutoGenerate,IsolateApps" decryption="AES" />

// Some other configuration settings may appear here
    </system.web>

// Some other configuration settings may appear here
</configuration>

Once you have made this change and saved the web.config file, the system will recompile and new AES
encryption keys will be automatically generated for your installation.
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